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"The South's Independent Weekly"
CITY
EDITION
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 1968 15c
WORI PAYS TRIBUTE TO DR. KING
(EDITORIAL)
'It Happened In Memphis'
When NAACP leader Med-
gar Evers was ginned down at
home in Jackson, Miss., five
summers ago, and President
John F. Kennedy was assas-
sinated in Dallas, Texas, in
1963, many Memphians took
comfort in the thought that
nothing so horrible could ever
happen here.
This was the "city of Good
Abode," and the racial climate
was of such a nature that noth-
ing so outrageous and coward-
ly could ever be committed
here.
But now our national image
has been shattered, and the
halo of "Good Abode" has
disappeared.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
the "apostle of non-violence,"
has been shot down in cold be captured and brought to
blood in a setting reminiscent justice.
of what happened in Jackson
and Dallas.
In all three instances, cow-
ards equipped with rifles with
telescopic sights gunned down
men whom they bated insane-
ly.
Dr. King's detractors hated
him for the simple reason that
he had accomplished with non-
violent methods feats for the
Negro race which had not been
done since the Emancipation
Proclamation had been signed.
And this summer Dr. King
had expanded his field from
civil rights to plain human
rights. His poor people's march
on Washington this month was
not only to include ragged and
hungry Negroes from the Mis-
sissippi Delta, but starving
whites from Appalachia and
underprivileged Indians from
the reservations.
Now Dr. King is gone. And
In many cities his murder has
been seized upon as an excuse
for rioting and looting and the
loss of many lives, a reaction
which this Nobel Peace Prize •
winner would never have con-
doned.
We have confidence that the
slayer of Dr. King will soon
In the meantime, we hope
that Mayor Loeb and the City
Council will bring about a
swift settlement to the sanita-
tion workers' strike which has
already cost the city and
state more than would have
been paid in many months to
these employes.
And it has cost us the lives
of Larry Payne and Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King.
Some React Obscenely
At Death Of Dr. King
By M. L. REID
I was seated on the stage of
the civic auditorium in Chat-
tanooga last Thursday night
where I had just received a
School Bell award from the
Tennessee Education Associa-
tion when Nat D. Williams,
"Point of View" columnist for
the Tri-State Defender came
to the edge and handed me a
note.
The note read: "Dr. Martin
Luther King has reportedly
been shot to death in Mem-
phis."
Was the news authentic? It
sounded unbelievable, for just
Duke U. Students
Support Negroes
DURHAM, N.C. — (UPI)
— More than 1,000 students
boycotted classes at Duke Uni-
versity Tuesday in a. demon-
stration seeking better work-
ing conditions for non-academic
employes, most of whom are
Negroes.
The demonstrators, who sat
down in front of Duke chapel,
were demanding a 81.60 mini-
mum wage and union recogni-
tion for the non-academic em-
ployes.
the day before Dr. King was
alive and in good spirits after
having come in with almost
the full staff of the Southern
Leadership Conference.
He was preparing for the
non-violent march to be
staged here on Mooday, April
8.
It appeared that retired Gene-
ral Maxwell Taylor would
never finish his speech on
what we should do about end-
ing the war in Vietnam.
After the meeting adjourned,
Mr. Williams and I decided to
call Memphis for confirmation
or denial of the report. But
all of the lines were jammed,
and that was impossible.
We then decided to call the
Chattanooga Times for infor-
mation about Dr. King.
"Could you tell us about the
condition of Dr. Martin Luther
King?" I asked the man who
answered the phone:
He replied: "Martin Luther
King in Memphis?" King is a
dead m---- f----"
I could hear a chorus of
laughter before he hung up.
A short while later, we got
the confirmation of Dr. King's
death on a car radio.
LYING IN STATE — The
body of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., lay in state in
the chapel of R. S. Lewis
and Sons Funeral Home
and was seen by thousands
before it was flown back
to Atlanta for the funeral
Black, White Together
Join In Dr. King's
Last March
By BETTY WASHINGTON
ATLANTA — Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. led his final
march here Tuesday when
thousands of citizens, black
and white, followed behind
his funeral bier through the
streets of this Southern city.
More than 100,000 mourners
were in Atlanta yesterday to
pay an unprecedented tribute
to the slain civil rights leader
who had led many of them
down treacherous highways
and through hostile cities on
the way to that promised land
where all human beings are
brothers.
The final rites began shortly
after 9:30 a.m. (Chicago time)
in the Ebenezer Baptist Church,
For Rights
where Dr. King's father, Mar-
tin Luther, Sr. is pastor.
The civil rights leader's
casket was placed on a frame
wagon and drawn by two mules.
Long before the church
service got underway, thou-
sands of people had crammed
themselves into the two-block
area surrounding the church.
A mountain of people sat
and stood on a high mound
across the street from the
church to wait for the arrival
of Dr. King's body and members
of his family.
Mrs. King, who arrived at
the church with her four
children, Yolanda, 12; Martin
III, 11; Dexter, 6; and Al-
bertine Bernice, 5, was seated
(See Page 2)
Atlanta downtown skyline is the background as the funeral
march for Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., nears Morehouse
a,.
College, where a memorial service was iield. The march be-
gan without the body of Dr. King.
and entombment. At press
time a reliable source told
the Tri-State Defender that
the murder suspect -had
been arrested. This could
not be confirmed by local
law enforcement officials.
Hundreds Visit Spot
Where Dr. King Fell
who operated the motel, popu-
lar with civil rights, with her
husband. Mrs. Bailey suffered
a stroke at the news of Dr.
King's assassination and is still
in a coma at a local hospital.
At the time that the assassin
fired from the bathroom win-
dow of a run-down Main st.
rooming house, Dr. King was
talking with band leader Ben
Branch about the music he
wanted for the mass meeting
that night at Mason Temple.
He wanted Mr. Branch to
sing his favorite song, "Pre-
cious Lord, Take My Hand."
The murderer w a s at the
time peering at Dr. King
through the telescopic sight of
a high powered rifle, and a
few seconds later a bullet
plowed through the body of the
civil rights leader.
One of his aides said he was
struck with such force 'that he
was lifted off his feet just bet.
fore plunging to the concrete
balcony.
Dr. Jerry Francisco, Shelby
County Medical examiner, said
that death was almost instan-
taneous when the bullet snapped
his spinal cord.
Dr. King was carried to
St. Joseph hospital, but he was
dead for some time before the
official announcement came.
Dr. King had returned to
Memphis last Wednesday with
a number of his officials of the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, including Dr.
Ralph Abernathy. Rev. An-
drew Young, Rev. Hosea Wil-
liams and Rev. James Bevel.
They were planning a non-
violent march in support of
sanitation workers who have
been on strike in Memphis since
Feb. 12,
Dr King was leading a
march planned by local minis- LeMovne
ters on Thursday, March 28, Easter Sunrise Worship Serv-
when it erupted into window ice will be held at 7.30 a.m.
breaking and looting less than this Sunday on campus.
Hundreds of cars have been a half hour after he arrived on
driven past the Lorraine Hotel the scene from Atlanta. It had
and Motel on Mulberry st. in been originally slated for
1Memphis since last Thursday March 22, but was called off
I evening.
Most of the cars' occupants
;have been looking for Room
306 of the motel. It is not
hard to find. A wreath hangs on
the door.
It was while standing on the
balcony outside of Room 306
at 6 p.m. last Thursday that a
shot was fired which has
echoed around the globe. It
cut short the life of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., 39, and win-
ner of the 1964 Nobel Prize for
Peace. Itempted to grope their way
The tragedy may also claim back down Beale, young hood-
the life of Mrs. Walter Bailey,'lums wrecked pawn shops,
tailor shops, liquor stores and
haberdasheries, and made off
with thousands of dollars in
loot.
Though he was not responsi-
ble for arranging the march,
Dr. King was made the
target of ridicule by the daily
press. One newspaper, under
an editorial entitled "Chicken
A La King," said he should
here remained on the scene
and helped get things under
control.
when some 17 inches of
snow fell on the city.
When m a rchers reached
Main at., persons along side-
walks began smashing store
windows as if on signal. Dr.
King and other march lead-
ers left immediately.
Memphis police rushed to the
scene, and with mace, tear
gas and clubs, turned the
marchers around and forced
them down Beale st.
As peaceful marchers st-
Dr. King's body lay in state
last Friday, morning in the
chapel of R. S. Lewis and Sons
Funeral Home before it was
carried to the airport and
placed aboard a chartered
American Airlines plane for
the trip back to Atlanta. His
wife was aboard the plane
sent to Memphis by Senator
Robert F. Kennedy.
Scores of Memphians were




Owen College will remain
closed all this week out of
respect to Dr. Martin Luther
King, according to President
Charles L. Dinkins. He explain-
ed that this time out from
classes will include the col-
lege's annual spring break.
Classes will be resumed Mon-
day morning. A student-faculty
assembly has been scheduled







ATLANTA — It is difficult to
determine the mood of black
people here following the burial
rites for Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.
Only now does it seem the
reality of the civil rights lead-
er's death and the con-
sequences of that death are be-
ginning to fall into place. Judg-
ing from the outward expres-
sions of Dr. King's aides, the
new mood among them is a
hopeful one based on the de-
termination to perpetuate the
non-violent leader's philosophy.
This may even be the feeling
prevalent among most of the
little people who were Dr.
King's followers.
What cannot be ignored, how-
ever, is the philosophy that
speaks for a total black rebel-
lion — a violent one — has al-
so been strengthened as a re-
sult of Dr. King's assassina-
tion.
The questions, "What are
we going to do next," and
"Where do we go from here,"
are being asked both by the
advocates of violence and non-
violence.
Dr. King's associates have
been meeting here around the
clock, in an _effort to maintain
peace in Atlanta and to prevent
the destruction ,of the nonvio-
lent spirit. They have selected
the Rev. Ralph David Aber-
nathy to be their leader, but
there is another leadership
here.
The King rites have provid-
ed the time, the place, and
the opportunity for black ac-
tivists to preach on a plat-
form which proposes vengeance
and retribution, not only for
the assassination of Dr. King,
but also for the slaying of Mal-
colm X, and for the "system
atic genocide of all black peo-
ple in America."
Stokely Carmichael has been
here. But he has remained
silent. Ron Karenga was here,
accompanied by other members
of his Los Angeles-based or-
ganization "US." But Karenga
also refrained from making
any statements.
James Forman, who former-
ly headed the Student Nonvio-
lent Coordinating Committee,
was here. But Forman appear-
ed to be acting more as a
catalyst, encouraging other
younger black youths to des-
cribe the "Black Rebellion" as
they see it.
Perhaps the most significant
thing about the ongoing dialogue
between these black activists
is that there are many more
spokesmen who are acting in
the capacity of leaders than
might be imagined — and
they come from all parts of
the United States.
Pasphal's Motor Hotel, one
'block from the West Hunter
Baptist Church where Rev.
Abernathy is pastor, is the fo?
cal point where all of these
divergent philosophies confront
one another.
In the lobby of this plush,
Negro-owned lodge, Willie
Ricks, the man who was first
to shout "black power" during
the Meredith March in Mis-
sissippi, Forman, Carmichael,
and Karenga crossed paths
with Dr. Ralph Bunche; Man-
hattan Burough president, Per-
cy Sutton; Dizzy Gillespie; and
a cross section of Black Ameri-
cans ranging from illiterates
to intellectuals.
Table conversation revealed
opinions from all quarters unite
when it comes to "the neces-
sity for the end of the "woe-is-
me" concept of black people."
There also seems to be unan-
imous agreement that the
habit of speaking negatively
about black people and black
organizations must be axed.
On the other hand, in con-
trast to the "black and white
together" placards that were
carried, during the Memphis
march on Monday and in Dr.
King's funeral procession other
placards expressed a complete-
ly different line of thought.
Two such posters, displayed
near the entrance of a drug-
store across the street from
the motel are good examples.
One of the posters has Dr.
King's likeness painted in
black. The area where King's
jaw and neck was shot away
by the assassin's bullet has
been doused with red paint.
The other poster shows rifles
lifted into the air by four mus-
cular black arms.
The rifles are crossed to
denote unity, and the poster is
inscribed: "We shall o v e r-
come."
Black militants staged a ral-
ly Tuesday night in front of
the motel, and anyone with
something to say was given a
chance to speak. In all, about
25 young men and women were
led up the steps of a four-foot
ladder and encouraged to
"preach."
One youth, whose hair was
slicked by a process, said:
"I would just like all you
kinky heads to know you are
not alone. You got 300 slick
heads out here with you. All
I can say is, "Baby let's burn
it down."
Another young man, this one
very fair in complexion, told
the audience:
"It don't make no difference
what kind of education you got,
what kind of degrees you got,
hunkies don't think you worth
a damn."
A short, stock man who ap-
peared to be about 25 years




A former member of Mount
Vernon Baptist Church will
conduct a revival there, start-
ing on Easter Sunday night
and continuing for five more
services.
The speaker will be Rev.
D. E. King, internationally
known religious and civic lead-
er and pastor of Monumental
Baptist Church in Chicago.
Dr. King's first sermon will
be delivered on Easter Sunday
at the Christ Baptist Church
at 494 S. Parkway. East when
he gives the opening sermon
for that church at 3:90 p.m.
The popular minister grew
up at Mount Vernon Baptist
church and sang in its choir.
Rev. J. L. Netters, pastor
of Mount Vernon, said that this
will be the first time Or. King
has returned to his home
church on a preaching mis-
sion since he has become inter-
nationally known.
Services will start each night
at 7:30, with the visiting minis-
ter slated to begin his sermons
at 8:15.
The general public is invited
to hear Dr. King speak each
evening.
DR. D. E. KING
March
(Ceetiamed From Page 1)
1CORE's 4' a t i o n a I Director' fore lie was c•ut down by an
, Floyd McKissick; Roy Wilkinns assassin's bullet.
!executive director. NAACP: The Eulogy eas read by Dr.in a front row on the left!,I Sen. Jacob Javits, (R-N.Y.), Benjamin Mays, retired prosi-side of the church along wi't Sen. Hugh Scott, Walter Mon dent of Morehouse, who form.Rev. King, Sr., the Rev. A.D. 'dale. and Clifford Case: Unit- erly taught Dr King. The t,.ene-King, brother of the rights lead- —ea Auto Workers President diction was delivered by Bis•er. Mrs. Mines parekits, Mr. and'Walter 'Reuther , Mrs. Betty X,', hop W.R. Wilkes. Third Epis-Mrs. Obie Scott, of Marion, sister of Malcom •X: and Gov.! copal District, African Metho-Ala., and some 100 other mene , Otto Kerner of Illinois: , dist Episcopal Church.hers of the King family. .
Honorary pallbearers werel During the outdoor service,Behind the family sat me !-- all. ' members of the Board of Dea- I Mrs. King who was dressedbers of the Southern Christian cons of Ebenezer Baptist Churchlin a black suit occasionally ad-Leadership Conference's Board SCLC Staff members and cler-'justed a black veil that niuig
e rs an staffmembers gymen ,ctive pallbearer,
Vice President and Mrs 11'1- were. the Rev. C. K. Steele,
bert H. Humphrey and other Rev. Fred Shuttleworth, both
government officials eert, seat- of whom have worked with Dr.
ed at the front on the left King since SCLC was organized
side of the church along with.m 1955, Rev. Jesse L. Jackson
New York Gov and Mrs. Nel•jef Chicago, national director,
son A. Rockefeller, Mrs. Jac- Operation Breadbasket. Also,
queline Kennedy. and Sens. Rob- three close friends, Milton
ert F and Ted Kennedy. Cornelius, Jethro English and
Also present were former Howard Dowdy.
Michigan Gov. G. Mennen When the service ended the
Williams, Detroit .Congress- mourners formed in columns
men Charles Diggs and John and began marching toward
Conyers; presidential eande the 101-year-old Morehouse Col,
date and Mrs. Richard M lege campus where a larger
Nixon; United Nations Milks- outdoor service was attended
sador-at•large Ralph Bunc,ie.., several thousand people
ALs4 Cleveland Mayor Carl' On the periphery of the lush.
Stokes, Gary Mayor Richard grassy campus were bushes
G. Hatcher. Robert C. Wea- of freshly bloomed azaleas
ver, s e cretary Department and floral sprays sent by
Housing and Urban Develop-, people from around the coun-
ment; Supreme Court Justicel try.
Thurgood Marshall; Massachu-i Among those who spoke at
setts Sen. Edward Brooke; Sep-the ourdoor service were At-
William Proxmire, (D.-Wisc.): lanta Mayor Ivan Allen; Rob-.
and Sen. and Mrs. Eugene ert J. Collier, chair m a n.. "Aekt'" ut'•-;
McCarthy. Board of Deacons. Ebenezer
Several N e gro spirituals church, the Rev. John Wright, •
were sung during the greet, Bishop, Pittsburgh, Pa; Rosa
service. One of the spirituals,' Parks, (mother of the Mont-
"If I Can Help Somebody gomery, Ala. movement): the .
Along the Way, Then My Lit- Rev. Joseph E. Lowery, chair-
ing Will Not Be in Vain." [man, Board of Directors, SCLC
brought a tearful response from' and the Rev. Andrew Young.
many of the mourners who executive director. SCLC.
were seated in the main sane- Many of the mourners cried
tuarY. on two balconies and in and shouted as when Mahaha
the basement where a loud ,'Jackson sang. "Precious Lord,
speaker piped in the solemn Take My Hand," one of Dr.
service. King's favorite spirituals. 
MicLey
• Many of the people in the It was this spiritual that
church remained composed
until Rev. King, Sr. read the
speech given by his SOO the
day before Dr. King was assas-
sinated in which he spoke as
though he had some premoni-
tion that death was near.
Stokely Carmichael, stood in
the church alongside his bride-
to-be, South African singer Mi-
riam Makeba. Other black
power spokesmen who attended
the service were: SNCC leader
H. Rap Brown, and Ron Karen-
ga, leader of US.
Spotted in the crowd %Tie:
Jackie Robinson and his wee
Rachel; sports firebrand Bill
Veeck, Wilt "The Stilt" Cham-
berlain; comedian Godfrey
Cambridge: Sammy Davis. Jr:
Dizzy Gillespie: Harry Bel,i-
fonte; Bill Cosby: Gospel 
Sin:er Mahalia Jackson: Areti,-)
Franklin; Dianna Ross and the
Supremes; Diana Sands. Dick
Prince
(Continued From Page 1)
things had saddened him He
shouted passionately:
'The first thing is they shot
Dr. King. The second thing is
the hunkies came and cried.
but do not plan to do anything
about the problems. The third
thing is that black people are
still talkin' about lovin'."
By this time the crowd had
grown to about 300 people
The hotel manager was not al-
lowing anyone to enter the
front door, and three buses be-
came the target of bottle
throwers.
Two black police officers
stood across the street from
the crowd, but neither made
a move toward the youths who
had thrown the bottles. In fact.
one of the speakers warned
the crowd to "keep hands off'
the black policemen, who he
said were prebably in sympa-
thy with the speakers. He call-
ed them "allies."
Several of the young people
lashed out at the "black bour-
geoisie." One said: "They've
been over there talking about
nonviolence. That means if a
white cat smacks him, he's go-
ing to duck his head. But you
bring him over here and let a'
nigger smack him then you'll;
see lust how nonviolent he is.
All I can say is them cats bet-
ter get their stuff (guns) to-
gether "
There seems to be unani-
mous agreement that there'
should be no more burning and
killing in black neighborhoods'
and that white communities.
ought to be made the targets
for violence
A young woman who spoke
said: "They killed Malcolm •
and now they've killed Dr.
King. Now the only fitting
memorial, is to get retribution.
If we don't get retribution
we're going to die like dogs.
Dr. King didn't have no damn




below her chin several times.
Rev. Abernath requested that
floral pieces which were being
brought onto the campus
grounds be placed at one end
of the large lawn.
The recessional hymn wa,
"Largo," from the "Nev.
World" Symphony.






Gregory: Mayor Henry Maier Dr King had requested Chi- fervid from the ways
of Milwaukee and Michigan,cago saxophonist Ben Branch hearse and taken to theGov , George Romney; lueofto play just a short time be- view Cemetery, whams
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- Ambrose Memphis Tenn
Other Recent Cash Winners:
H Aciair, Sr., Memphis, Tenn.
Master Boyd, Memphis, Tenn.
John H. Brown, Memphis, Term,
M. S. Carter, Memphis, Tenn.
And there are still thousands of prizes
(like these and morel) to be won plus
instant cash right at your Esso Dealer.
No purchase necessca-y. Every
licensed driver can play at perrtici-
paling Esso stations.
Humble Oil 6 Rodsoliq Company America's
Joe Gum, Memphis, Term.
Betty McGonagill, Memphis, Term.












Martin Luther King, Jr. speaks
1958
"The determination of Negro Americans to
win freedom from all forms of oppression
springs from the same deep longing that mo-
tivates oppressed peoples all over the world.
The rumblings of discontent in Asia and Af-
rica are expressions of a quest for freedom
and human dignity by people who have long
been the victims of colonialism and imperi-
alism. So in a real sense the racial crisis in
America is a part of the larger world crisis.
"But the numerous changes which have cul-
minated in a new sense of dignity on the part
of the Negro are not of themselves responsi-
ble for the present crisis. The crisis devel-
oped, paradoxically, when the most sublime
principles of American democracy—imper-
fectly realized for almost two centuries—be-
gan fulfilling themselves and met with the
brutal resistance of forces seeking to con-
tract and repress freedom's growth.
"The resistance has risen at times to omi-
nous proportions. Many public officials are
using the power of their offices to defy the
law of the land. Through their irresponsible
actions, their inflammatory statements, and
their dissemination of distortions and half-
truths, they have succeeded in arousing ab-
normal fears and morbid antipathies.
"History has thrust upon our generation an
indescribably important destiny—to com-
plete a process of democratization which our
nation has too long developed too slowly.
How we deal with this crucial situation will
determine our moral health as individuals,
our cultural health as a region, our political
health as a nation, and our prestige as a
leader of the free world."
1963
"Due to my involvement in the struggle for
the freedom of my people, I have known
very few quiet days in the last few years. I
have been imprisoned in Alabama and Geor-
gia jails twelve times. My home has been
bombed twice. I have been the victim of a
near-fatal stabbing. At times I have felt that
I could no longer bear such a heavy burden,
and have been tempted to retreat to a more
serene life. But every time that temptation
appeared, something came to strengthen and
sustain my determination. I have learned
now that the Master's burden is light pre-
cisely when we take his yoke upon us.
"My personal trials have also taught me the
value of unmerited suffering. If only to save
myself from bitterness, I have attempted to
see my personal ordeals as an opportunity
to transfigure myself and heal the people in-
volved in the tragic situation which now ob-
tains. I have lived these last few years with
the conviction that unearned suffering is re-
demptive. God has been profoundly real to
me in recent years. In the midst of outer
dangers. I have felt an inner calm. In the
midst of lonely days and dreary nights I
have heard an inner voice saying. 'Lo, I will
be with yon.""
1964
"One hundred and fifty years ago, when the
Negro was a thing, a chattel whose body
belonged to his white master, certain slave-
owners worked out arrangements whereby
a slave could purchase himself and become
a freedman. Hard-earned dollars were paid
for a legal instrument of manumission which
declared its -holder relieved of the bondage
of physical slavery.
"As this movement grew, some Negroes
devoted their lives to the purchase and lib-
eration of others. 'Help me buy my mother,'
or 'Help me buy my child' brought the deep
torture of black people's souls into stark
focus for many whites to whom the horror
of slavery had been emotionally remote.
"As one approaches the emancipation of
today's Negro from all those traumatic ties
that still bind him to slaveries other than
the physical, this half-forgotten system that
bartered dignity for dollars stands as a
painful reminder of the capacity of society
to remain complacent in the midst of in-
justice. There is a terrible parallel between
the greedy hand of a slave trafficker who
sold a Negro his own person, and the ad-
monishing finger of people who say, 'What
more will the Negro expect if he gains in-
tegrated schools, public facilities, voting
rights and progress in housing?'
"What is implied here is the amazing as-
sumption that society has the right to bar-
gain with the Negro for the freedom which
inherently belongs to him."
1967
"White America would have liked to be-
lieve that in the past ten years a mechanism
had somehow been created that needed
only orderly and smooth tending for the
painless accomplishment of change. Yet this
is precisely what has not been achieved.
Every civil rights law is still substantially
more dishonored than honored. School
desegregation is still 90 percent unimple-
mented across the land; the free exercise
of the franchise is the exception rather than
the rule in the South; open-occupancy lawo
theoretically apply to population centers
embracing tens of millions, but grim ghettos
contradict the fine language of the legisla-
tion. Despite the mandates of law, equal
employment still remains a distant dream.
The legal structures have in practice proved
to be neither structures nor law.
"We will be greatly misled if we feel that
the problem will work itself out. Structu.res
of evil do not crumble by passive waiting.
If history teaches anything, it is that evil
is recalcitrant and determined, and never
voluntarily relinquishes its hold short of an
almost fanatical resistance.
"Racism can well be that corrosive evil that
will bring down the curtain on Western
civilization.'"
'Prost STRTDS TOWARD FREEDOM *From STRENGTH TO LOVE *Prom WHY WE CA N'1 WATT 4Prom WHEN! DO WI GO FROM
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SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 1968
GIFTS FOR EDUCATION
- Friends To Education,
a local organization of Bap-
tist 1 a ymen, presented
checks last week to Owen
and LeMoyne colleges.
Owen r e c eived $1,694,
which represents the 10
per cent the junior colleges
must put with a $15,292 fe-
deral grant for the Na-
tional D e fense Student
Loan Fund. LeMoyne re-
ceived $306, which will be
Lane College Receives
Grant Under Title III
Lane College was recently
approved for a grant of $107,215
under Title III of the Higher o
Education Act of 1965. To this
amount Lane will contribute
$37,800. making a total of s
$145,015 which will be used to
carry out cooperative pro-
grams with the University of
Tennessee and Nebraska Wes-
leyan University of Lincoln,
Nebraska.
It is designed to strengthen
developing institutions. Dr.
Herman Stone, Jr., Dean of
Instruction, will coordinate
the two programs.
Title III is administered by
the U. S. Office of Education,
Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare. Dr. Willa
B. Player, former president
of Bennett College is Director
of the Division of College Sup-
port.
The cooperative program
with Nebraska Wesleyan, now
in its fourth year, was begun
with a student exchange. Fund
provided for in the grant
will enable the colleges to con- 1
tinue this program, by provid-
ing transportation for the stu-
dents between the two campus-
es and paying the differential
in tuition and fees.
This phase of the program
has been very effective in im-
proving human relations. Nor-
mally four students from each
institution make the semester
exchange each year.
The grant also provides fundsi
to enable several of Lane's!
faculty members to take a
year's leave for study toward
the doctor's degree. One facul-
ty member Rev. Arthur David
is presently on leave studying
at the University of Nebraska
under Title III.
program, the curricula, the
qualifications and adequiacy i
f the faculty to accomodate
the program and the adequacyl
of the library, including in-
tructional m ate rials and
equipment.
The student personnel study ,
is to focus on characteristics'
and classification of suddens,
cna classification of students,'
recruitment, admission and re-
tention, financial aid, and ath-
letics.
The organization and ad-
ministration study will give
consideration to the adminis-
trative structure, financial,
resources, plant planning and
maintenence, no n -academic
personnel, and development.
The information gained from
this series of studies will be
very valuable as Lane pre-
pares for its year-long self.
study for the Southern Associa-
tion of Colleges and Schools
Included in the grant was a
provision whereby the college
can employ five teachers
under The National Teaching
Fellowship program. Each Fel-
low can be paid up to $165.00
out of Federal Funds, plus
$400 for each dependent. The
National Teaching Fellowship
program is designed to enable
the college to either strengthen
existing areas or add new pro-
grams.
- - -
As a counterpart to the
faculty-study' program the col-
lege will be able to bring in
a visiting professor for one
semester during the next,
school year. Miss Bernice I
Halbert of Nebraska Wesleyan'
is visiting professor of English'
during this semester.
Another phase of the pro-
gram is the internships where-
by two members of Lane's
staff will spend four weeks
each on the campus of Nebras-
ka Wesleyan. They will be
concerned with the operation
and uses of computer equip-
ment in instruction, adminis-
trative services, and library
services.
Funds were also approved
to finance a three day pre-
school faculty seminar at the
Montgomery Bell State Park.
Three outstanding educators
are being invited to serve as
lecturers and consultants for
the workshop.
The cooperative program
with the University of Tennes-
see will consist of a compre-
hensive study of Lane Col-
lege. The aim of the study is
the projection of an overall
plan for the continuing de-
velopment of the college.
The study will be conducted
in four phases, demographic
considerations, ph ilo s ophy
and curricula, student per- 1
sonnel, and organization and
admininstration.
The purpose of the demo-
graphic study is to describe
vital geographic, economic,
and social factors germane
to the development of the col-
lege. The second phase will
include a consideration of the
philosophical and psychologi-
cal bases of the instructional
matched by the Sloan
Foundation. Left to right:
George Mitchell, a Friends
officer President Hollis F.
Price of LeMoyne, Presi-
dent Charles L. Dinkins of








Friends To Education, an
organization of Baptist laymen
organized in 1965 for the pur-
pose of giving financial aid to
Owen College, presented two
checks last week - one to
Owen and another to LeMoyne
College.
The $1,694 given to Owen
represents per cent the
junior college must add to a
federal grant of $15,292 for its
National D e f ense Student
Defense Loan Fund.
checks to President Hollis F.
Price of LeMoyne and Presi-
dent Charles L. Dinkins of
Owen.
Members of Friends are
asked to give $100 a year to
the cause of education. Since
its organization, Friends hasl
remodeled the library at Owen;
and replaced doors in the ad-:
ministration building.
The organization also is pay-,
ing the tuition of Orlando
Sesley, a student from TallFriends' $306 check to Le- Trees.
Moyne will be matched by the
Sloan Foundation. A women's
Mack A. Winston, president Friends is headed




Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Every person who believes in the cause of our people
will want to keep alive always the memory of this dedi-
cated man of God.
A beautiful release reproduction of an original sculpture
work of art, finished in antiqued copper plate. This wall
plaque measured a full seven inches in diameter.




Act now, Supply are limited. We pay postage.
HAVERTY'S
FURNITURE CO.
Main Street Stine promotes em-
ployee third time in recent years,
to floor salesman. Mr. Robert J.
Morgan who attended Orange
Mound Nursery at an early age
then went to Melrose High School
later moving to Gary, Indiana,
finishing high school at Roose-
velt High.
Mr. Morgan was a track star at •
Roosevelt and held the Champion
Broad Jump title. He also finish-
ed. two years of Business training
in administration at Indiana Ex-
tension College - Gary.
The 28 year old Men:phian is
married to Mrs.. Gloria Morgan,
and parents of one son Michael, 3.
Honorably discharged from the service, May 20, 1964 and has been
working for Haverty Furniture ever since. The Morgans are members








YOUR CHURCH OR CLUB CAN GET




ALMOST ANYTHING YOU NEED.
OVER 45
GROUPS ARE NOW SAVING TOP VALUE
STAMPS SOME OF YOUR FRIENDS ARE
PROBABLY IN THESE GROUPS.
TO LEARN HOW YOUR CHURCH OR CLUB
CAN GET ON TOP VALUE STAMPS








TOP VALUE STAMPS C
EXPIRES 4-16-68
50 with 2 pair Jubilee Nylons 1.
50 with 2 poks. Old Fashion Hoop Mild or
Mild Daisy Cheese 2.
50 with Kroger Nuts 3.
50 with any 2 Kroger Spices in Gloss 4.
100 with 2-#1 Country Oven Zips honey or
or Reg. Grahams 5.
50 with any two loaves of Kroger Rye Brood
6.
100 with 11b. cans Kroger Pork & Beans 8.
50 with 2Ibs or more Center Sliced Horns 9.
100 with 10 pound Can Country Club Canned
Ham
50 with•3 lb.. or 5 lb. Country Club Canned
Ham 11.
50 with 2 Round, Sirloin or T-Bon• Steaks •
12.
50 with Sib.. Bucket Ground Be•f 13.
50 with 2 pkgs. Fryers Br•ast or L•gs 14.
50 with 2 lbs. or more Center Cut Pork Chops
15.
25 with 2 hoods of lettuce 16.
25 with 10 lb.. of potatoes 17.
25 with 59* or more Tomatoes 18.
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with this coupon and $5.00 purchas• excluding tobacco
and fresh or froz•n milk products, in Memphis & West
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Ward Singers Take Gospel Tunes
To Disneyland, Las Vegas Clubs
By WALTER BURRELL
Clara Ward was still in her'
pre-teen years when her
mother. Gertrude Ward,'
formed the core of what was to
become The Ward Singers. For
20 years the group was con-
stantly on the move and wore'
15 of their eight-door, specially '
built limousines as they hit al-
most every statein the coun-
try.
Then. in 1962. a scout from
the New Frontier Hotel in Las
Vegas caught them at Disney-
land (it was their first appear-
ance there) and offered them
two weeks in Las Vegas with
an option for an additional 38
weeks.
The first Gospeleers ever to
make the Vegas cabaret scene,
The Ward Singers were an im-
mediate sensation. Long lines
waited to cram into the New
Frontier Lounge and their op-
tion was not only picked up,
but they played 40-week runs
there in '63 and '64.
In the Interest of other en-
gagements, these days the
group limit their Las Vegas ap-
pearances to a couple of weeks
once a year, the latest at Cae-
sar's Palace in the spring of
'67. But Vegas is still home toi
Clara Ward and is admittedly,
the place she wants to settle
if when she ever retires.
Among The Ward Singers',
greatest admirers are other'
show business greats. Johnny.
Carson. Dinah Shore, Peterj
Lawford, Mitzi Gaynor, Carol.
Channing, Elvis Presley, Judy
Garland. Dean Martin. Liber-
1
ace. Tony Bennett and Vic Da-'
mone are just some of the star's'
CLARA WARD
who crowded the New Frontier
Lounge at 4:00 a.m. — follow-
ing their own shows.
Over the years the makeup
of the group has changed, but
not the quality of the singers.
When she looks for a neces-
sary replacement, Miss Ward
says "I don't care if a girl has
a better voice than I, but if
she isn't at least as good, then
I'm not interested."
She finds her girls in Negro
church choirs and trains them
herself in the Ward way of
Gospel singing. The present
group, with each the possessor,
of the necessary magnificient
voice, consists of Mildred;
Means. a Ward singer since
1958: Voyla Crowley and Ver-
mettya Royster, who joined no
1260; and Malvilyn Statham ,
and Madeline Thomson, who,
arrived in 1961. 1
Over the years the Ward
showmanship has sharpened,
too, and their repertoire now ,
includes such non-spirituals as ,
"Without A Song" and "Ameri-
ca, The Beautiful," both in-
cluded in their stirring new
Verve album, "The Heart, The
Faith, The Soul of Clara
Ward."
Miss Ward is the first to ad-
mit that whatever she sings
winds up sounding like Gospel
"because that's the only thing
I have an ear for." She has
made more than 100 records.
She has also written some
200 songs, all based on Bibical
themes.
She's never taken a voice
lesson in her life and her piano
lessons "lasted long enough for
me to know what key I'm sing-
ing in." Despite that, she's
been called the finest piano
player in Gospel and does most
of the playing for the group.'
Each of the singers takes the
lead sometime during their per
formance, with Miss Ward
taking over the last two or
three numbers.
Miss Ward hit the campaign
trail for President Johnson in
1964 and treasures her invita-
tion to the inauguration. But
nothing gives her and her
singers greater satisfaction Choir Purchase Organthan the memory of their three
weeks in Viet Nam last year—
despite the fact that the air-
port was bombed as they were
about to leave. But Clara Ward
knew she had God on her side
PEARLY GATE'S ROYALTY'
— Linda Barnes and her
brother, Billy Barnes, were
crowned king and queen in
a contest at Pearly Gate
Baptist Church to raise
funds to pay for a new or-
gan. From left, front
are Mrs. Juanita Voss and
daughter, T a qu any a;
Queen Linda Barnes, King
Billy Barnes and Dora Tat-
um, second runner-up; Lil-
lie Jones and Mrs. Bessie
TOW,
F. W. WOOLWORTH
Joins the nation in
mourning the tragic
loss of .a great
American.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
1929-m1968
Get a short distance telephone
A kitchen extension saves you mad dashes every time the
phone -rings. (Might even save the dinner.) So get one. And
enjoy lots of stirring conversations. Call your telephone
business office and order an extension today. You can have
one for only pennies a month.* That's not much.
'1" a month*




A wogram to pay for an
organ for the Pearly Gates
Baptist Church at 1010 Wood-
Rising Star
Chapter Plans Crowned during the program
Sunrise Service
lawn was held recently by the
youth choir.
The program was a king and
queen contest sponsored by the
young people and the ones
raising the highest amount of
money won the honors.
Woods, named "favorite
choir member." On back
now are Mrs. Ernestine
Bradshaw, super% isor:
Jewel Lidell, Miss Bonnie
Cole, Mrs. Diane Trigg,
High School.
• The winners are the sons and
daughter of Mrs. Lilliam Spice
of 743 Wells st.
Plans for Sunrise Services,
on Easter Sunday were reveal-
ed earlier this week by Rising!
Star Chapter No. 180 of Rose
Croix of King Frederick Con-
sistory No. 38, of the Ancient,
Accepted, Scottish Rite Masons,
Prince Hall Affiliation.
More than 200 Illustrious i
Peers and Sublime Princes are!
expected to participate in the ;
services which have been I
scheduled for 6:00 A.M. at St.
Andrew A.M.E. Church, at
867 South Parkway, East.
Rev. J. A. McDaniel. al
Sublime Prince of King Fred-
erick Consistory No. 38, and pas-
tor of Bethel Presbyterianl
Church, is expected to deliver
the keynote address during
the Ancient Ceremony and
Religious Services.
Following the services, break-
fast will be served to all Con-
sistory members and their 1





to make this one of the best
'observances in the history of
the Consistory.
The committee consists of
Sublime Prince, Most Wise and
Perfect Mast er Roosevelt
Howard, Illustrious Peer Le-
roy S. Moore, Commander-in-
Chief; Ilystrious Peer Le-
Bullett, S: W. Wright, Roy
Mayes; Sublime Princes Will
Childress and Eddie Pinkston.
The public is invited.
Miss Linda Gaines was
second place winner, and Miss
Dora Tatum won the third
place honor.
Mrs. Juanita Voss is general
director and pianist for the
youth choir.
Supervisors of the youth are
Mrs. Daisy Thomas, Mrs.,
Ernestine Bradshaw and Joe
Cole.
were Billy Barnes and his! During the recent program.
sister. Linda Barnes, both the youth choir raised more
students at the North Side than $500.
Miss Genola Bishop, Gain-
ell Bradshaw, Daniel Mar-
shall and Mrs. Daisy
Thomas, supervisor. Seated




Before departing for Mem-
phis to join LDF attorneys
there, Jack Greenberg, direc-
tor-counsel, NAACP Legal De-
fense and Educational Fund,
Inc., issued the following state.
ment:
"The most e if ective
spokesman for peaceful res-
olution of America's most
crucial domestic problem
has been struck down by
violence.




tions, we were privileged
to know, respect, and love
him first-hand.
"This country is no longer
the same."
BILLS PRESSING?
Call Am•rican Budget Counselor{
525-8551
Not a loan company, no co.
signers, security or obligation.




Keep your credit ratieg good.
Coil American Budget Counselors
for fre• office or horn* appoint-
ment or stop To at 2102 IX N.
Main Bldg.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups








"YOUR Company Maim What Yoe Ask For And
Creates What You Think Of"
NINE CONVENIENT WE RESERVE




• National at Jackson
• Ouinc• at Soma Isle
• Macon at Will. Station
• Getwaill at 
Thomasep• Ch•Isa at 




Save Del Farm cash register tapes
for a 10/ refund to your church or
favorite charity
Al, Del Farm for...
MEAT AND PRO-
- DUCE PRICES












































SERVE 2 1 Pkg.2 - o z . 390
MORTON FROZEN
















With coupon and purchase el $5.00 or mere
excluding Boar, Tobacco', Frisk Milk. Ica Cream
and Ice Milk. Unlit ene coupon per sweeties'''.
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Beta Club Sponsors
Second -Beauty Show
The Beta Club, a national
organization, s p onsored its
second annual Beauty Pagent
in the auditorium of the Sti-
gall High School to a very ap
-preciative audinece.
Jerry Cox, master of cere-
monies presented the first
queen, Miss Darlene Miller,
who aftek expressing her ap-
preciation for the chance to
reign, was escorted to her
throne to watch the 18 lovely
young ladies who- appeared in
evening dresses with shoes
and accessories to match.
Some of them were made
by the girls themselves. After
a musical rendition by Charles
Ballard, the girls appeared to
display their individual talents,
followed by a personal inter-
view of each.
Earch girl was sponsored by
an organization in the school
as follows: Future Business
Leaders of America, Miss
Sundrea Bond; Senior class,
Clydell Carroll; Beta Club,
Brenda Clark; Junior class,
Dora Coleman; Boy's club San-
dra Donaldson; Girl's Basket-
ball Team, Erna Fair; Sopho-
more class, Kandinia Garrett;
Science club. Carolyn Glenn;
Vocational In dustrial club,
Dale Johnson; Library club,
Team, Glenda Stewart; Cam-
era club, Gloria Turner; Band,
Virginia Wilson; Cheerleaders,
Linda Y o r brough; Future
Teachers of America, Patricia
Young.
The/ nine finalists were Cly-
dell Carroll, Sandra Doneldon,
Kandinia Garett, Erna Fair,
Glen Dale Johnson, Claudette
Jones, Jean Porter, Gloria
Turner and Virginia Wilson.
The winners were: Kandinia
Garrett, Alternate Maid, San-
dra Donaldson, first runner-up;
Joan Porter, second runner up
and Clydell Carroll, 1968 Queen.
Misses Carroll, Donaldson, Wil-
son, Clark, Lacey and Stew-
art are members of the Beta
Club, and Mrs. John W.
Thomas, and L. A. Parker are
advisors.
They w e re assisted by
Principal Nunn, the Charles
Williams', Mesdames L. H.
Carter and Charles Givens.
Miss Beruitta Farmer of the
Humbolt High, James Simmons
and Jessie Abbott, with Miss
Earlene Jacocks at the or-
gan.
Robert Donaldson is president
of the Beta Club.
Claudette Jones; FHA, Cemen-
tine Lacey; Student Council,
Cora Martin; Drama club




Arts Festival, sponsored by
the college's Cultural Life
Committee, is underway.
The festival opened Wednes-
day morning of this week with
the presentation of the Mario-
nette Theatre by the Harlton
Players.
1
A mod ern dance pro-1
gram, featuring student per-
formers under direction of,
Mrs. Layette Watson, is sche-
duled for Bruce Hall at 6
this Thursday evening.
There'll be a lecture at
featuring June R. Glenn, La-
netha Branch, Beanie Jenkins
end Oliver Sueing, will be pre-
sented in concert at 8:15 Tues-
day night, April 16, in Bruce
Hall.
Sonata da Camera, a string
quartet, will be presented in
Bruce Hall at 2 Wednesday
afternoon, April 17.
LeMoyne' s Student Drama
Group, under the direction of
James Lee will present three
short plays, The Sandbox, Day
of Absence and The Alliga-
tion, on Thursday night, April
18, at 8 p.m. in the little thee-
10:30 Monday morning, April tre. The plays will be present-
15, in the college's little thee- ed Friday at 8 p.m., and
tre by I. J. K. Wells on "The
12 Greatest Negro Achieve-
ments of All Times."
A local Operatic Quartet,
Scores At
Services Fo
Scores of Memphians, many
of them students and facultyj
members of LeMoyne and
Owen colleges, packed Second
Congregational Church early
Friday afternoon for a touch-
ing memorial service honor-
ing the fallen civil rights lead-
er and Nobel Peace Prize
winner, Dr. Martin Luther
King.
The memorial service was
sponsored jointly by the two
collegea. Classes on the two
campuses w ere suspended
throughout the day.
Saturday at 10 a.m. and 8
p.m.




The service attracted an
ABC TV camera crew and
numerous photographers and
reporters.
Nearly a hundred could not
get into the church and found
it necessary to watch pro-
ceedings through doorways
and open windows.
The Rev. John Charles Mick-
le is minister of Second Con-
gregational C h urch which
serves as a chapel for Le-
Moyne. The church and the
college are affiliated with the
United Church of Christ.
Among the many mourners
were the two college presi-
dents, Dr. Hollis F. Price
of LeMoyne and Dr. Charles
L. Dinkins of Owen.
The Lelfoyne College choir,
under the direction of John
Whittaker, brought tears to
nearly every face with the
rendition of the stirring spiri-
tual, "Lord, I want to Be a
Christian."
The service was conducted
by the Rev. Edward F. Ouel-
lete, chaplain at LeMoyne.
He said "The words of the
Bible came with meaning
and power from the lips of
Martin Luther King. Let the
words with which we would
attempt to honor and remem-
ber him be then his words, .
the words, of the Bible, the
words of others of the noble




Tim 'Solos Office oca major
corporation has an opening
for a qualified stenographer.
The office is located neor
Laurelwood. Type 50 wpm,
shorthand 80 wpm. Office
Experiences desirable. Start-
ing salary $487 per month
with comprehensive benefit
program including paid hos-
pital and surgical coveroge,














Class presented its monthly
musicale at the Ford Chapel
AME Zion Church at Mitchell
and Horn Lake rds. last Sun-
day afternoon.
Members of the committee
were Mesdames Mary Johnson,
Ida L. Lacy, Girthy Jackson
and M. Hawkins Barton.
Rev. Amanda Ballard is
pastor of the church.
Choirs Will Sing 1
At Pleasant Green
Annual Choir Day will be
held at the Pleasant Green
Baptist Church at 1231 Nickolas
st. on Sunday, April 14. The
public is invited.
Guests choirs will come
from Bush Grove, Mt. Pleas-
ant„ St. Thomas, City Pilgrim
and Kentucky Baptist church-
es.
The public is invited. Mrs.
Mary Conway is chairman,
and Mrs. Clara Matthews pre-
sident of the choir.
Rev. E. L. McKinney
tor of the church.
is pas-
Shelby Civic League Meets  
Members of the Shelby So-
cial Club met at the home of
Mrs. Evelyn Harbert of 1324
Latham on March 10 and
joyed a delicious menu.
members were present.
The club's next meeting
be held at the home of Mrs.!
Roberta Perkins of 1356 Ridge-,
way on April 14.
en- Mrs. Harbert is president of
All the club, Mrs. Florence Todd
secretary, and Mrs. Virginia
will Whitson reporter.
HOEHN HAS GOT IT:
TWO BEST PLACES TO GET








"Best Price in Town on Roofing-No Seconds"
LUMBER
III? WoP DECKING





4.8 PREFINISHED LAUAN PANEL $2.59 Es.
1.10 CEDAR SIDING RUSTIC $69






I1/2" NO. 2 OAK FLOORING SHORTS  
1.4 EM YP FLOORING 
ODD DOORS-FROM
2'.4' PLYWOOD
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OUTSIDE WHITE HOUSE PAINT No. 131
7" PAN AND ROLLER SET 
4" PAINT BRUSH 



















ACOUSTIC CEILING TILE SO7 Sq. Ff.
12 CUBIC FL RCA REFRIGERATOR $147.50
COLOR T.V. 20" MOTOROLA CONSOLE $389.00
CENTRAL VACUUM SYSTEM In PRICE
12.000 11.T.U. AIR CONDITIONER $159.00
*soft oar id is service directory
THESE PRICES GOOD ONE WEEK ONLY
* STORE HOURS *
MONDAY-FRIDAY 7-30 to 5:30
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NOT AN END BUT A BEGINNING
It Will Be Popular Now To Say
That Martin Luther King was a really grcat man and that America could have
paid more heed to what he stood for. To this the Fellowship of Reconciliation, of
which he was an honored member, fully assents.
It will be said by some that his death demonstrated the failure of nonviolence and
disclosed beyond doubt that some kind of war exists between black and white Amer-
icans. But death is not the defeat of nonviolence. Death is what every man who sets
nimself to confront injustice and conflict, whether he chooses violence or nonviolence
as his means. The nonviolent man simply believes, as did Martin Luther King, that
adding more hatred to the immense burden under which mankind already labors
does not achieve justice, but only perpetuates the fear and ignorance on which in-
justice thrives.
Martin King recognized the dangers he faced, but he didlnot allow them to de-
flect him from the source he had chosen, or from the hope that his people could com-
bine determination with compassion, the struggle for justice with the struggle for
reconciliation.
America Must Confront Itself In
Memphis As it Should Have In Dallas
It is not enougn to say, as the President has done, that Americans must not suc-
cumb to "senseless violence" or to see merely the paradox, as did the Vice Presi-
dent, of an apostle of nonviolence being struck down by violence. We are a people
,sho have become numbed to violence and murder and as a society we condone and
defend it. Violence sells goods on television where murder by gunfire marches across
Omr screens at home week by tedious week. We must be on our guard lest in the
strain and horror of the moment, we also conclude that violence can sell us justice!
Violence Is Not Winning, Nor Can It Win
The use of the massive power organized violence in Vietnam, we now con-
clode, cannot win tither victory for Americans or justice for the Vietnamese. But its
,tse is inherent in the draft by those who defend our country's right to demand that
our young men set aside everything to murder strangers there on order. Violence
and the superiority of fire power are also fated not to "win" on the city streets this
summer. White vigilantes and trigger-happy police will in the end be victims rather
than victors regardless of which faction achieves "victory" in the end.
Civil war too must be ended. Altered attitudes and the conquest and control of
hate can only go so far. As long as two billion dollars a month go to the violence of
Vietnam with even less hope of -victory." we cannot begin to take on a war on pov-
erty that we are losing in the initial skirmishes. The President himself 'thus estimat-
aci that no less than $80 billion will be required (over a period of years) to carry
out the recommendations of his Commission on Civil Disorders.
We must move beyond -tragedy. White and black are both in the Fellowship of
Reconcilliation. Yet white cannot altogether give way to guilt any more than black
an fully yield to recrimination-though both are justified-or we are all lost. Let
neither advise nor rebuke the other since we must move from where we are-hopefully
in the spirit of him whose life continues to speak.
Keeping the faith through action. We can act even when we cannot agree to the
measure of nonviolence for which Martin Luther King lived and died. To do
otherwise is no memorial for him at all. Here is a beginning for each as he is able:
1. Educate and keep in check your
community' police and public officials.
They must be kept from provocative
acts: fear-ridden neighbors from the
use of guns and vilification..
2. Make sure your Congressman
knows' your intention. Beyond the new
civil rights bill lies serious legislation
called for by the Commission on Civil
Disorders. We must pay the cost of
peace-the price of civil war is too
high.
3. Get to work at once to support
the Poor People's Campaign launched
1) King and others for the summer.
Your community can send help hut
above all people to Washington to in-
sist on justice for the poor of our na-
tfon rather than war on the people
of Vietnam.
4. Insist on a Freedom Budget in-
stead of a war budget. Elect a Presi-
dent and Congressmen who will en-
dorse a Guaranteed Wage or negative
income tax that will make all our
citizen's full participants in the econ-
omy and national life.
S. Sit in, write in for an adequate
memorial for Martin Luther King.
Convert your community's memorial
"service" to an act for peace and re-
conciliation; pledge your aid to work
rather than weep and regret. Go to
meetings, write your papers.
6. Make yourself available for
peacemaking. Not all disorders can be
prevented before the summer is out.
Volunteer for, lead a Citizen's Com-
mittee for Peace and Justice, or a
Martin Luther King Memorial Com-
mission as local needs may dictate.
The Fellow ship of Reconciliation. 53 years old this year, is made up of men and
‘N omen of all races nations and religious faiths who have renounced war and killing,
and who commit themselves to an exploration of the use of love in'resolving conflicts
z-.nd building a decent society.
We believe that young men should refuse to lend themselves to the business of
murder: we believe that the nation as a whole must insist that the promising new
tnoves toward peace be strengthened and speeded up, and make clear that it will not
tolerate a continuation of the war abroad or at home.
Only such actions will constitute an adequate memorial to Martin Luther King:
caly they will mean that his death can serve the cause of reconciliation and peace
to which he dedicated his life.
We welcome inquiries.
THE FELLOWSHIP OF RECONCILIATION
THE EPISCOPAL PEACE
Fellowship, Box 271, Nyack, New York 10960
MR. ROBERT LOUIS HICKS
WDIA has added a new soul brother to
its deejay ranks. He is ROBERT LOUIS
HICKS, known to his fans as "The
Fatman." From 3:00 to 7:00, Monday
through Saturday, he encees a Rhythm-
and-Blues show beamed to the younger
set.
Mr. Hicks was born in Pensacola, Fla.
When he was a child, his fomily moved to
Toledo, Ohio, and there he went to grommer
school and high school. He attended Wayne
State University, in Detroit, where he started
his radio career as a jazz announcer for
WCHD-FM. His move into R&B was with
Detroit's WCHB. Returning to Toledo, he helped
program a new Rik B station, WTOD-FM.
From Toledo, Mr. Hicks took a long hop to
WEGO in Atlanta. Working the 3:00 to 6:00 PM
drive-time slot, he became one of Atlanta's
top-rated deejoys and picked up"The Fatmort"
tag.
Mr. Hicks is the youngest in o family of two
sisters and one brother.
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EDITORIALS
Tremors At Howard
The ever recurring student spasm
at Howard University suggests an af-
fliction which can only be described in
terms of administrative inefficiency.
Certainly, a school management that
fails to take into account the new in-
tellectual and political awakening of to-
day's student body, is not in tune with
the time.
An academic institution that resists
change is an intolerable paradox. What
the students are demanding is that
Howard conscript itself into the black
revolution and lead the struggle for ra-
cial identity, recognition and relevant
power.
The old conceptual image of col-
lege students as sheep grazing quietly
in the pasture is an offensive, irritat-
ing anachronism. Howard must make
up its mind either to be in the van-
guard of the progressive forces that
are striving for freedom and equality
of opportunity or forfeit its claim of
being a first class institution moving
with the tide of events.
Disciplinary action by the school
administration against students w h o
are endeavoring to bring Howard into
the stream of social action shows
neither wisdom nor even elementary
understanding of the problems with
which modern society is confronted.
The very nature of their agitation
is sufficient evidence that the students
have a greater appreciation of the in-
tellectual and moral requirements of
the time than do their learned instruc-
tors.
Howard was .an aftermath of the
civil war. It was founded by Gen. 0.
0. Howard, a civil war general, who
thought that an institution for higher
learning was needed to develop the in-
tellectual powers of Negroes who were
no longer handicapped by bondage.
Howard is old enough now for it to
be able to spread its wings far enough
to give validity to the historical origin
of its birth and lead the new genera-
tion of black folk into a new Jerusalem
of black power and discipleship. To
achieve this end, it appears that dras-
tic administrative changes and new aca-
demic leaven are needed.
African Tribalism
President Jorno Kenyatta of Kenya,1
one of the best trained among African;
leaders, has, in a recent speech, placed
the question of Africa's attitude toward
Europeans in the right perspective. He I
said that Africans were not hostile to I
Western civilization as such, but they
were put in an intolerable position
when the European invasion destroyed
the very basis of their old tribal way
of life, yet offered them no place in
the new society except as serfs.
There is not a single independent
by the imperative need to modernize
African governments along the lines of
Western political hierarchy.
President Kenyatta is building his
own model society which partakes
much of the nature of the old tribal at-
tributes. In so far the original native
traditions can be meshed into the new
design for progress and enlightening
political evolution, Kenyatta will con-
tin ue the process of cultural regenera-
tion.
He has both the necessary intellec-
state on the black continent which does tual equipment and the political power
not feel the negative impact of colonial- with which to summon back enough of
ism on the native culture. But the at- the native tribalism which has given
tempts at reconstructing tribalism in Africa its distinctive genre of culture
its full potentials have been deterred I and cultural outlook.
Anti-Busing Racists
The continued opposition to busing of
Negro school children is creating a very
dangerous atmosphere in race relations.
The demonstrating white supremacists
are building resentment not only by the
parents of the children caught in this
struggle, but by the whole black of
Chicago.
These daily demonstrations are noth-
ing more than a prelude to racial clash-
es that may erupt even before the sum-
mer heat begins. The lingering effect of
the hostile acts of white parents will
make racial peace this summer a thin
probability.
The white power structure, which
could assert itself in the direction of
racial understanding, is sitting on its
hands showing no concern for what is
happening, or for the consequences of
the anti-racial behavior of the white
segregationists. The time will come
when they will be sorry for not raising
their voices early enough to calm the
waters that already are beginning to
be turbulent.
There is no time to waste. One
incident may lead to a chain of disord-
ers eventuating into a catastrophic ex-
plosion. The Board of Education should
warn the recalcitrant parents that
their anti-busing demonstrations a r e
not in the best interests of the masses
of the people or law and order.
Urban Woes And Politics
President Johnson's model cities and
rent supplement programs have been
criticized on the ground that they will
by no means solve the enormous pro-
blems facing America's urban centers
and those who inhabit their slums.
However, no substitute is offered. Such
flimsy argument has much of the over-
tone of rattled partisan politics.
After the rough treatment these
measures received -in the House of Rep-
resentatives, the President was natural-
ly pleased that the Senate Appropria-
tions Committee recommended sums
more nearly in accord with his requests.
The committee voted $40 million
for rent subsidies and $537 million for
only about 2 percent of the current
Vietnam war costs for fiscal 1967. Giv-
en the magnitude of the problems fac-
ing the cities, these are, by any stand-
ards, extremely modest sums.
Why place the blame for the pau-
city of the amount on President John-
son? The House appropriation for model
cities amounted to only about a third
of what the President had requested
and for rent subsidies, nothing at all.
Watts, Newark and Detroit have un-
derlined the urgency of constructive ac-
tion. Looking back on the flaming
events of last summer, more Congress-
men should by now see the wisdom of
appropriating sufficient funds to relieve
model cities. To put these figures in the poverty and mental anguish of the
some perspective, the rent supplement people in the slums.
sum is about what the United States What some Republican Law-mak-
spends on the war in Vietnam every 12
trinira. And the model cities figure is
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Dr. King's Widow Leads
40,000 In March Here
Americans from all parts of
the nation came to Memphis
last Monday to participate in
a march planned by Nobel
Peace Prize winner Dr. Martin
Luther King, but which was
led by his widow, and three of
their oldest of four children.
Mrs. King told the crowd of
marchers, which Bayard Austin
said counters had numbered at
42,000, that on occasions whenl
her husband wanted to go
somewhere and found it impos-
sible to make the trip, he
would send her.
"I felt that he would have
wanted me to be here with
you," she told the cheering
throng assembled in front
of City Hall. His body was ly-
ing in state in Atlanta at that
moment.
Mrs. Coretta King, wife of
the slain civil rights leader,
told the crowd that her hus-
band never thought of his
own personal welfare, but sacri-
ficed for the cause he gave
his life for. His return to Mem-
phis to help the striking sani-
tation workers, she said, re-
vealed that he was concerned
with the "least of these."
Mrs. King's speech was a
highlight of the afternoon
which saw a number of cele-
brities parade to the micro-
phone. Dr. James Lawson,
pastor of Centenary Methodist
Church, was the master of
ceremonies.
Also on the platform were
Ossie Davis, the actor; Harry
Belafonte, the folk singer;
Percy Sutton, announced candi.
date for the U.S. Senate from
New York; Dr. Benjamin
Spock, baby doctor and cur-
rently a foe of war in Vietnam;
Godfrey Camb ri dge, the
comedian; Congressman John
Conyers of Michigan; and Dr.
Ralph Abernathy, who has suc-
ceeded Dr. King as president
of the Southern Christian Lead-
ership Conference, and Bayard
Rustin of the A. Phillip Ran-
dolph Institute; and Mrs. Rosa
Parks, who sparked the Mont-
TO BE EQUAL
A Matter Of Priorities
WHITNEY YOUNG, JR.
The international monetary crisis has led to calls for au-sterity. That means higher taxes, cutbacks in federal spending,and possibly higher interest rates on loans.
This hits home; it's not just a matter for bankers and gov-ernment officials to worry about. The decisions on how thesepolicies are to be implemented will effect all Americans. Ne-groes and city dwellers especially, will be effected by the mea-sures taken since the call for austerity comes at a time whenour urban areas are in desperate needs of funds.
Although the monetary crisis is serious, the poor shouldn'tbe made to pay for a national belt-tightening spree. Higher tax-es coupled with spending cutbacks result in a lessening of the
economy's expansion. That always mean higher unemployment,and you know who is first to be laid off. Higher interest on loans
means that housing construction is cut back, and you know
who sufers most from the lack of decent housing.
It's hard to believe that a nation as rich as the United Statescan find itself in such a position, but now that it has been decid-
ed that an austerity program is necessary, we have to make
sure that the poor aren't forced to bear the burdens involved.
We've got to take a hard look at national priorities and cut back
only on non essentials.
Number one priority has to be the eradicatoion of poverty
and discrimination. This is the core of our urban crisis, and we
can't pinch pennies while our cities stagnate and poverty flour-
ishes. The child that's bitten by a rat doesn't want to hear about
the London gold exchange. He needs help — and now.
Some people would say that Vietnam should get the highest
priority. Without going into the rights and wrongs of that tragic
situation, we are already spending about $30 billion per year
there.
Further, the cost of the war is always used as an excuse to
pay off costly programs like housing construction. Some people
want more cuts like those already being made in anti-poverty
programs, but don't want to cut back on luxuries like super-
sonic planes and the race to the moon. Putting a man on the
moon by 1970 will cost more than putting the poor in decent
homes. Since astronomers assure us that the moon will still be
up there past 1970, what's the rush?
All the talk about Vietnam costs to be de-escalated. Some
important domestic measures won't cost a red cent. Open hous-
ing for example, would let Negroes live where they wish, yet it
costs nothing. 'So why use the war as an excuse not to do the
right thing?
If we can spend money on search-and-destroy missions in
Vietnam, we can also spend on search-and-employ programs at
home, to recruit and train unemployed Americans for good jobs.
People are always telling me that if the war ended, we
could spend $30 billion a year to end poverty. But what guaran-
tee is there that the money would be spent on massive domestic
programs? The last time the government had a lot of unspent
money, in 1984. it decided to cut taxes and to let industry get
tax credits on new machinery. •
So if the war ended tomorrow
lion might be spent on aid to the
more space programs, and a tax
14 come up with domestic programs
era are doing playing politics w xi whirl traps 30 mini°.Aram..a
human misery. This is reprehensible, less my available later.
(as we all pray) that $30 hi!-
new government in Vietnam,
cut Unless we move now to
to break the poverty barrier
citizens, we might find eves
gornery bus boycott 12 years
ago.
Among the local leaders who
gave brief speeches were Judge
Benjamin L. Hooks, Rev. H.
Ralph Jackson, AME church
official, and Rev. W. L. Starks,
pastor of St. James AME
church.
Mr. Davis, the actor, was
the first to speak before city
hall. He said: "The great light
of truth has 'darkened for a
moment. But we will complete
without reservation the great
work Dr. King began."
During his lifetime, Harry
Belafonte said that he had
turned to such Negro men as
Dr. W.E.B. DuBois and Paul
Robeson for leadership, but that
both men had been forced to
leave the country to seek the
freedom they desired.
"It was not until 1954, when
a black woman's feet hurt, that
the new leader arose.
"His voice was different," he
said. "He taught me non-vol-
lence, in an America where
violence is as American as
apple pie."
His appearance in Memphis,
he said, was for the purpose
of reaffirming his committment
to non-violence.
Following the singing of
"Lord Guide My Feet While
I Run This Race, directed by
'Rev. S. B. Kyles, Catholic
Bishop Joseph Durick, said,
"America wept last Thursday
night, not only for Dr King's
family, "but because a strain
of lunacy had destroyed the
symbol of non-violence.
Dr. Abernathy told the
marchers that he was prepar-
ed to assume the mantle of
Martin Luther King and be-
come the Joshua of the civil
rights movement.
While he was speaking, the
microphones were cut off,
and he continued talking over a
portable bullhorn.
Dr. Abernathy said that the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference would return to
Memphis *and will enlarge
the staff. He also said that Mrs.
King would be back in the city
to work with the movement
here after the burial of her
husband.
Walter Reuther, president of
the United Auto Workers of
America, received loud ap-
plause for his statement about
Mayor Loeb. Addressing the
mayor, he said, "we are going
to drag you into the Twientieth
Century, somehow."
Mr. Reuther, who managed
to survive an assassination at-
tempt about 12 years ago, when
he was shotgunned in his De-
troit home, announced that
UAW had contributed a check
for $50,000 for the strikers.
This week's march was per-
sonally supervised by Fire and
Police Director Frank Hollo-
man, who walked just a few
feet in front of the march
leaders. He kept his eyes
upward watching for would-be
snipers who could have been
lurking on rooftops or in va-
cant buildings.
The march was accomplish-
ed in an orderly fashion, and
hundreds of National Guard
troops were stationed in the
downtown section to discourage
looters or rioters
Only one Negro soldier was
seen with the National Guard
posted in downtown Memphis.
Benediction for the service
In front of City Hall was given
by Rev. Harold Middlebrook,
assistant pastor of Greater
Middle Baptist Church.
H NATIONALOTIL-._... ..,By Diggs Dafrooth
WASHINGTON — Now that the student uprising at Hu
ward University, once called the "Capstone of Negro Educa
tion," has been settled, the future of the institution hangs in
the balance. Whether Howard will continue to exist depends
upon the leadership of the university board of trustees. With
such capable men on the board as Dr. Kenneth Clark, noted
sociologist: Lorimer Milton among others, it has become
clear that the planning will have to coms from outside the
university faculty, if the school is to survive. The recent stu-
dent rev ilt, was not as some would have you believe, led by
the Black Power gang. The revolt was headed by the res-
ponsible student leadership. Even some of the parents, who
were disturbed at the demonstration, when they came to D.C.
to get their children out of the school learned that the youngs-
ters had a legitimate cause. Howard has been leadership since
the current school year began. Dr. James Nabrit, although
called president, has been either ill or out of the countilr most
of the time.
MORE ON HOWARD: The university's second in com-
mand, Dr. Stanton Wormley, who carries on the administra-
tive leadership during the absence of Nabrit, has also been
ailing. Frank Snowden, the dean, has been called abrasive in
his dealings with both faculty and students so has added fuel
to the hilltop fire. There is no question that Dr. Nabrit will
not be around next fall. His health will not permit him to
carry on. There is no one in the university hierarchy with
an understanding of what has happened. Most of the univer-
sity leadership comes from the old Washington caste system
— a system that saw certain families, mostly light skinned,
considered the elite among the Negroes. They dominated the
faculty and student body. It stems from the days when Ph.D's
from the Ivy League with dark skins could only find employ-
ment at Negro schools. Like most of the modern institutions,
integration has siphoned off the best younger teachers.
WHAT'S AHEAD FOR H.U.? That Howard must survive
is an imperative. But it cannot survive within the framework
of its present administration. The controls are still in the
hands of the Old Timers who have not realized that modern
black youth do not shuffle and scratch their heads around
white folks le, alone fair skinned Negroes. They will have to
undue all of the old concepts that saw a snobbery born of a
few affluent blacks in the total country and even fewer per-
sons of statue. Today, with the emergence of the new middle
class Negro and the rise of black people generally in private
industry and in government, status for a few, has become a
thing of the past. What is transpiring on the H. U. campus
is taking place all over black America where the establish-
ment is being challenged. Howard is searching for a new pre-
sident. And this much you cau bet. Whoever he is, he will
look black and think black, but he will not be an advocate
of black power in the loose sense of the term.
TICKER TAPE: C. B. Powell, the New York publisher,
has recuperated from a recent illness. He was stricken dur-
ing a visit to D. C. . . Dr. Martin Luther King outlined his
poverty march on D. C., in a sermon at the Washington Ca-
thedral, the seat of the Episcopal church, Sunday . . Le-
muel Wells, an assistant to former Boston Mayor Collins, was
job hunting in D. C. recently. He may land a spot with the
Labor Dept . . . Now that Sarg Shriver is finally out at 0E0,
what happens to Ted Berry? people are asking. Berry came
to town highly touted from Cincinnati several years ago and
got buried :n the Potomac shuffle. An able lawyer, Ted's ex-
cellent work with the community services at 0E0 has gone
unheraled . . . Credit Andy Brimmer, member of the Fede-
ral Reserve Board, with being the architect of Cleveland's Ma-
yor Carl B. Si.okes new fiscal policies and reforms. Brimmer
huddled with Stokes several times over the last few weeks
and made some sound suggestions and recommendations to
meet the city's plight . . . Credit Hotline for a more liberal
policy at SBA. It has stepped up its loans to the Brother.
Persons seeking to open franchise operations in the ghetto are
finding the SBA more receptive to loan applications.
TICKER TAKE CHATTER: The morale of the employes
at HEW has shot up since the appaintment of Wilber J. Cohen
as Secretary, It means that top Negroe employees such as Shel-
ton Granger, a deputy assistant secretary and Ruby Martin,
a deputy assistant secretary, will be secure in their jobs. As-
sistant Secretiffy Lisle Carter left with John Gardner for the
Urban Coalition. Now there is talk of running Gardner on the
Republican presidential ticket, which means where does that
leave Lisle, a Democrat? . . . Capital Press Club prexy Larry
Still goes back to Labor this week after a meaningful stint
with the riot commission. Gov. Kerner handed him a letter of
commendation for his top flight efforts . . . When Merle
McCurdy moves over to the Justice Dept., to take up his new
post as General Counsel for the Consumers program headed
by Betty Furness, he will be leaving his loyal aide Nathan
Jones. Jones, a native of Youngstown, Ohio, had been one of
McCurdy's assistants in Cleveland, where McCurdy was a dis-
trict attorney. Jones will return to Youngstown to run for
judge.
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APPRECIATION DAY
Climaxing a week of ap-
preciation, the members and
friends of the John H. Ma-
this' were recipients of many
kind expressions and beautiful
gifts at the final program on
Sunday afternoon. Mrs. Rebec-
ca Newhouse served as mis-
tress of ceremony and the
young people's choir gave the
devotion.
Expressions of appreciation
from the church came from
Brother Dupree Clement, from
the young people by Miss
Carolyn Adams and from the
community by Mrs. W. S.
Vance.
Rev. T. R. Coleman pre-
sented the guest speaker, Rev.
Robert Emery, who preached
the appreciation sermon follow-
ed by a solo by his brother.
After words of thanks from
the honorees, the audience
was invited to the dining room
for a reception sponsored by
the Missionetts.
Rev. Mathis has been minis-
ter of the church for five years
and much progress has been
measured in this time.
MUSICAL
The Fly school presented its
first annual musical at the
school before a capacity inter-
racial audience, with Mrs.
Joyce Robinson as pianist and
narrator, assisted by little Miss
Ruth Hart.
Present as guest was J.W.
Finney an English Missionary
to India who is the father of
Prof. P. L. Finney, instructor
of social science at the school.
He gave remarks at the close
of the program. R. L. Radford
is principal of the school.
The advisors of the Beta
club with Mrs. C. H. Williams
attended the National Beta
Club convention in Nashville
and took with them 13 mem-
bers of the club. They met in
the Municipal Auditorium and
the Andrew Jackson Hotel.
With nearly 3,000 delegates.
Mrs. Thomas was the only Ne-
gro advisor at the meeting.
They reported a lovely meet-
ing.
ART AND GARDEN
The Gloxinia Art and Garden
club. met in the 011ie Gentry
home with Mrs. Gentry and
Mrs. U. M. Garrett as co-
hostesses. The meeting was
opened with a lovely devotion
by the two hostesses. Discus-
sion of the coming State meet-
ing was led by the president,
Mrs. W. S. Vance, and plans
made for the judging of the
yards for April, which will
begin here and in Dyer the
fourth Saturday in April.
Mrs. J. S. Vance prepared
and served a birthday dinner,
cake and all for her family
,honoring her daughter-in-law,
Mrs. William Brodnax of
Memphis, and three days later
duplicated the dinner for a
sweet little adopted grand-
daughter, Tonia Michelle Rog-
ers on her first birthday.
In an effort to blow out the




A series on Home Educa-
tion will be sponsored by MAP-
SOUTH, INC. beginning April
25, 1968 at Kansas Elementary
School.
We at MAP-SOUTH have I
seen the need of adding this '
very badly needed program
to our other projects we have
in operation, said Frank A.
Buford.
The Project will include Con-
sumer Education, Nutrition
and Food, Home Sanitation,
Child Care, Family Community
Operation, and the Church and
school's role in the community.
The staff that will be used will
come from various profession-
al organizations. Some of them
are from the Credit Bureaii,
Wellington Clinic, Family Plan-
ning V o lunteer Group of
Mrs. Judy Schraff and Mrs.
Sheryl Nathan.
Kansas School will be one of
the meeting places under the
principalship of Mr. Charles
Patterson who has been very
helpful and instrumental in
this program, as others. With-
out Mr. Patterson's help and
understanding this program
would not have become a living
reality.
Wellington Clinic will be de-
voted mainly to Family Plan-
ning and other Health Care. We
anticipate an enthusiastic num-
ber of mothers from the com-
munity to develop our hopes
and aims.
4eter Pan Cleaner
899 E. Mclemore 1560 Netherwood
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Bishop P. L. Johnson, vice
president of the International
Council of Community Church-
es, and pastor of Tabernacle
Community Church, 303 Cyn-
thia, Memphis, Tenn., supports
the AFL-CIO Labor Council
and Baxton Bryant, executive
director of the Tennessee, Coun-
cil on Human Relations, in de-
manding that Mayor Henry
Loeb resign as mayor of the
city of Memphis.
Bishop Johnson says he not
only supports the demand for
the Mayor's resignation, but
recommends that the entire
City Couneil, both black and
white, resign along with him:
"Whereas, the POP program
has been a disappointment to
I
and for progress, and, "Where-
as, since there seems to be a
dictatorial atmosphere among
members of the executive
branch of the city government;
"I, therefore for the better-
ment of Memphis as to rebuild-
ing the city, and, as a me-
morial to the late Dr. Martin
Luther King, recommend that
the Mayor and entire City
Council take immediate steps
to resign, so that peace, quiet,
and non-violence may again
prevail in the c:ity of Memphis.'
Tabernacle Community
Church, located in the heart
of the ghetto, is heard each




ITTA BENA, Miss — Martha
S. Lyons, student publication
editor, summed up the reac-
tions of the student body at
Mississippi Valley State Col-
lege as follows: After receiv-
ing the news of the death of Dr.
Martin Luther King, the stu-
dent body of Mississippi Valley
State College was greatly Hs-
turbed.
With sorrow in their hearts
and tears in their eyes, they
decided to have a Sympathy
March on the perimeter of the
campus and culminate the
march with an hour of mourn-
ing in the H. G. Carpenter
Auditorium.
The service included expres-
sions of sympathy by many
students; e x pressions and
prayer by our Chaplain, Rev.
F. D. Matthews; solo—God
Shall Wipe All Tears Away,
Miss Olivia Turner; a sonnet
written and presented by Miss
Selestine Brown; remarks by
President J. H. White and
solo—My Living Shall Not Be
in Vain—Miss Lou Ann Pickett.
Though there is always a
little violence in most under-
takings, we are happy to say
to the state, nation and world
that the student body of Missis-
sippi Valley State College was
not one of extreme violence to-
ward the situation.
New Program To
Hire First, Train Later
LINDEN, N. J. — One of
the nation's leading scientific
organizations will be intro-
ducing a new program to ex-
pand equal employment oppor-
tunity in the coming spring and
summer months.
Esso Research and Engineer-
ing Company, principal scien-
tific affiliate of Humble Oil in
the U. S. and of Esso-affiliat-
ed eompanies around the world
announced this week that it
will hire three small groups
of job candidates first, then
train them so they can qualify
under the company's usual
standards for new employees.
New job classifications have
been established for the
trainees, to conform with the
less rigorous job-entrance re-
quirements. A goal of ten
new employees has been set
for each of two groups, and
five candidates will be recruit-
ed for a third group.
Members of all three groups
will receive on-the-job training
to upgrade their academic
knowledge and or skills, as
required. But they will be
hired as regular employees
of Esso Research and Engi-
neering, the world's largest
oil-research organization.
Commenting on the pro-
gram, C. E. Starr, Jr., Esso
She praised Andrew Smith,
Wilhelm Joseph, T. J. Miller,
Charles Barron and Miss Shel-
ly Alexander, student leaders
at M.V.S.C. Mrs. Henri E.
Lowe, choir directoress, was
praised for furnishing the
music.
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Research vice president res-
ponsible for the company's
corporate service divisions,
said steps must be taken to
provide opportunities, others
wise lacking, so that more
people may "contribute to
and share in — the social
and economic progress" en-
joyed by most citizens.
He said the new steps Esso
Research is taking are an
extension of equal-employ-
ment policies that date back
many years.
A group of ten new trainees
at the Linden Esso Research
Center will concentrate to a
large degree on stenographic
' and typing instruction, plus
any necessary academic study.
The purpose is too help
them qualify fully for the steno-
nographic and other office
work in the customary start-
ing for secretaries.
Another group of ten will
be hired as office-service
trainees at the company's
Esso Engineering Center in
nearby Florham Park, New
Jersey. Their instruction will
cover a wide range of office
duties, including clerical func-
tions, filing, mail handling
land messenger service, typing,
stenography and related work.
The five regular employees
in the third group will re-
ceive training to qualify them
for the( regular starling classi-
fication for utility work. They
will be assigned to the com-
pany's Linden staff.
Beyond the three projects
that will combine regular em-
ployment with on-the-job sup-
plemental training, the Esso
Research program will in-
clude fourteen temporary sum-
mer jobs and four two-year
scholarships, for promising
students who need financial
assistance, at the Union Coun-
ty Technical Institute in1The occasion promises to be a
Mountainside, New Jersey. lively, gala affair with Y-
Criers depicting activities oil
The scholarships will coverl
tuition, fees and books and
will be combined with sum-
mer employment for the win-
ners midway through the two-
year course. The training will
be for chemical laboratory
technicians, and the summer
employment will be in the
same field.
The "non-regular- summer
employees will work full time
as office messengers. Although
they will receive no formal
training, the earnings are
expected to help some of
the temporary employees con-
tire their education.
Esso Research said
receive aid from a
of community groups
cruiting candidates for
part program. Most of the
company's present, employees









"Sing a Song of Member-
ship" is the theme for the An-
nual Honors Dinner Planneti
for Wednesday, April 17 at the
Sarah Brown Branch YWCA.
the YWCA.
A special feature of the Pro-
gram will be recognition of
twenty-one Life Members,.
who are — Mrs. Mary Murphy,
Mrs. Annie L. Higgins, Mrs.
Carolotta S. Watson, Mrs. B.
G. Olive, Jr., Mrs. Maudine Se-
ward, Mrs. Effie Satterfield,
Miss Margaret McCulloch,
Mrs. Mabel Hudson, Miss E.
Naomi Creswell, Mrs. Susie
Hightower, Mrs. A. M. Walker,
Mrs. Bernice Callaway, Miss
Rosa Robinson, Miss Carla
Thomas, Mrs. C. Lorene Thom-
as, Mrs. Alzora Haste, and
Miss Cornelia Sanders.
Deceased Life Members now
deceased are Mrs. M. W. Bon.
ner, Mrs. J. E. Walker, Mrs.
Lydia O'Neal and Mrs. Annie
M. Malone.
Enthusiasm for the dinner
is sparked by a special com-
mittee with Mrs. Callie L.
Stevens as chairman. Al!
YWCA members and their
friends are invited. Dinner re-
servations may be made at the















Not Bog Bees Us 25C














Top Bread 1 1/44.6. 22C
White Open Top Bread 1-1.b. 150
White Sandwich Bread 1%-lb. 23C
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Merry
Goderou
By ERMA LEE LAWS
"1 will lift mine eyes to
the hills from whence coin-
eth my help. My help com-
eth from the Lord who
made heaven and e a rth . "
Psalm's 121.
"I Have A Dream", spoke
the: :prollitet, Dr. Martin luther
King, Jr., A dreamer, a
phijosopter, an educator, a
humanitarian, a doer, a hus-
band, a Dither, a man of the
people. How can we find words
to express the worth of "The
Mau". A man so imbued with
love and wisdom that we at
first stood in awe in his pres-
ence until he turned those
sloe eyes toward you in friend-
ship and love and accepted you
and all men as his brother. His
wry countenance bespoke the
love and friendship that he felt
for all men. An eloquent speak-
er who spoke simply and di-
rectly unflinchingly to the isue.
But then it does not fall our
duty to espress his worth -
for each of us can re-count and
re-call the sp lendid ac-
complishments of the world's
greatest Civil Rights Leader.
A leader who did not fall heir
to any established leadership
office, but a leader sent us
by God Almighty who gave
him the tools of wisdom and
Jove to carry on His Divine
Work.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr,
the youngest recipient of the
Nobel Peace Prize was a non-
violent man, a peaceful man
who has left his legacy to the
world and wonderfully well
prepared and ready staff In the
Southern Christian Leadership
Conference. His best friend Dr.
Raph David Abernathy has in-
herited that mantle of leader-
ship as it should be. It was
wonderful to have heard the
two men express the love and
comradeship they felt for each
an assassin would feel free to
gun down a great man as Dr.
King. Let as in Dr. King's
words, "the have gots share
with the have nots" Let us
cleanse our conscience and be
able to clear the climate that
would give licenge to such a
disastrous act as Dr. King's
assassination.
In the spirit of love and for-
giveness we joined men of
goodwill in various programs
around the city in memory of
Dr. King. However none equal-
led the mammoth symbolic
,ot March Monday led by his
widow with some 42,000 people
from Memphis and other parts
of the nation. It was a beauti-
ful silent expression of esteem
lin which Dr King was held
around the world. The march
That night will forever be im- drew such national figures in
printed in our minds as -weladdition to Mrs King and four
of her three children as Harry
Belafonte, Walter Reuther,
braved the elements, defying 
Mrs. Rosa Parks, whose tired
Ifeet and courage set off the
the t 0 rnado warnings tolMontgomery Boycott which
hear Dr. King in what we did catapulted Dr. King to a lead-
not know would be his last ership of national prominence,
public speech. Dr. Benjamin Spock, Ossie
an intensityHe spoke with 
lDavis, Congressman John
'Conyrs Geoffrey
that we had never heard him Dianne 
 Cambridge,
speak before and those closest 
fors,Sands,
to him say that this speech numerous to name.
and many many more too
was different from all others 
he had ever delivered. We We have taken heart from the
found we were straining in our courage and dignity displayed
seat feasting our eyes on him by Coretta Scott King and her
as he spoke in tones and children and we are all resolved
words which carried the prem. that each of us shall do our
onition of his death. Little did part in seeing that justice is
we dream as we sat there that given our Sanitation Workers
two days later our grief would and that we shall do our part
be etched in papers across to see that our city does not
the nation as we passed his remain, 'a city of shame'. For
bier Friday morning. We re- we have a moral obligation to
call how proud we were to have finish this task for which pr.
been pictured with him two King gave his life. We think
weeks and four days before in it was a beautiful death - he
a much happier mood. walked with kings, but gave
His death has shocked the 
his life helping those in hte
world! But no city bears the 
lowest economic strata of our
society.
shame that we Memphians Let us flood City Hall letting
Mayor Loeb know that his
stand does not represent our
EIGAA LEE LAWS
death of Dr. King.
sat in the audience of more
than 2,000 people who had
to lament in shame and in
sorrow. We shall each go forth
erasing that shame each in our
own way building a city with
dignity and love that shall re-
flect the American principles
which were in his dream. We
shall begin at the appropiate
place by doing our part to see
that justice is given the Sanita-
tion workers, that they receive
the dues check off, that we no
longer be guilty of the sin of
ommission by not speaking
out in support of the workers,
that we contribute to the sup-
port of the families of the
workers who have opened our
other at the rally in Mason eyes to the sickness of our
Temple the night before the own city, a city so sick that
•
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feel! Now we truly under-
stand the shame of Dallas
when our late great President stand, that the city of Mem-
John F. Kennedy was assinat-
ed there. But we have no plans That 
wants to redeem itself!
------ if he can not serve us
all, he resign the office of
Mayor. Out of respect to Dr.
King a moratorium has been
declared on social functions -
the Kappas will not have their
debutante ball this Friday.
Let us "Strive Toward Free-
dom" toward the day when we
Can freely give social functions
with the satisfaction that our
brethren have bread to feed his
children, for "what you have
done to the least of them, you
have done to me".
"De Lord" has left us - but
because he lived we will have
"Greener pastures". He gave
us his blueprint for his
"Dream". This blueprint which
will assure us and our nation
of salvation and redemption
has no intricate details for it
was designed for all men for
as Dr. King said, "the man
who went to nohouse is as





Mrs. Zana Ward, Mrs. Mil-
dred Crawford and Mrs. Willa
Brisco were hostesses to the I
Hiwatha Art and Social Club
recently at the home of Mrs.'
Ward at 823 Hamilton st.
Plans for the club's anniver-
sary were made during a
speedy session to keep pace
with the curfew.
Other members present were
Mrs. Winnie Hill, Mrs. Thelma
Hooks, Mrs. Ernestine Martin
and Mrs. Grace K. Tardy.
Guests present were Mrs.
Laura Thomas and Mrs. Eliza-





In put :7 annsfes
at ham, . . even
dull, faded hair be-
comes younger looking,
dark and lustrous, radiant
with highlights. STRAND
Hair Coloring won't rub off
or wash out. Safe with per-







Choice of 5 natural shades:
Jet Blimit-Mack-Dark Brown
Medium Brown -Light Brown.
Ask for it at your druggistj
Zetas Plan Regional On Easter Weekend
Delegates and visiting sororg
of the South Central Region of
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.
will gather in Birmingham,
Alabama Easter week-end,
April 12, 13, with Alpha Sigma
Zeta Chapter as hostess.
Mrs. Lucinda B. Robey is
Regional Marshal. Headquar
ters and activities will be at
Dinkler-Tutwiler Hotel.
We region is comprised of the
states of Alabama, Arkansas,
Mississippi and Tennessee gad
is directed by Mrs. Melba T.
Lanier of Nashville.
focus on the theme "Black
Women aud Their Role in the
Stream of American Life'.
Mrs. Mildred B. Bradham of
Jacksonville, Flor ida and
Grand Basileus of the Sorority.
will be guest speaker at the
Public Meeting Friday at
7 P.M.
An important feature of the
Friday program will be an
Undergraduate Worksh op.
Large numbers of undergrad-
uates are expected to attend
leges in this area. The Third
Anti-Basileus, Mrs. Mary V.
Workshops and sessions will I Scott Randolph of Pine Bluff,
Arkansas, will have charge of gram
Projects and 
participants will be Mrs.
Undergraduate Loretta Kateo, basileus; Mrs.
activities. Juliet Jones, first anti-basileus
Other scheduled events are a Callaway,
Saturday Workshop directed by Regional
Dr. Zelia S. Evans of Alabama
State College, Pan-Hellenic
Council Dance, A Luncheon
and a Closed Banquet.
Registration is scheduled
for Friday April 12, 9:00-11:00
A.M. An Executive Board ses-
sion will be held prior to the
opening session at 1:00 P.M.
Alpha Eta Zeta Chapter pro-
and Mrs. Bernice
Antapokritis a n d
Grammateus
Pi Alpha Chapter of Le
Moyne College will be repre-
sented by Misses Mary Holley
and, Delores Dixon. Mrs. Pau-
line S. Allen, former Regional
to be on the lookout for an
Director, will also be in at-
tendance.
10 
4 N. Main 
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(1) A Love &Hour.
Koep Page for Your Personal Use
OUR DAILY SUGGESTIONS:
(2) A Love Prayer (3) A 1.01110 Also
It is urgent that we undergird our
Federal, State and City Leaders with Prayer and
MEMPHIS CARES
Observe 100 Days Of Love arid Prayer, April 10 through July 18
L 4P41 10-LOVE ONE ANOTHER.
John 13:35. By this shall all men
know that ye are my disciples, if
you ham love one to another. "Oar
Father, kelp us to know that Jesus
sees us as we are and He loves us."
Today I will love people as they
are.
•
April 11-LOVE WITHOUT RE-
SPONSE. Matthew 5:46. If you love
them which love you, what reward
have yob? "Teach me, 0 Lord, to
keep on loving when there is no
response to my love." Today I will
love someone who does not love
sae.
3. April 12-TURN HATE INTO
LOVE. Matthew 5:44. Love your
enemies. "Dear Lord, help me to
know that the best way to destroy
my enemy is to love him into being
sty friend." I refuse to be an one.
My to any enemy.
4. April 13-BE EASY TO LOVE.
Matthew 19:19. Thou shalt love
thy neighbor. "Loving Father,
help me to be the kind of neighbor•thet will be easy to love." Today I
will try to make it easier for oth-
ers to love me.
5. April 14-GOD LOVES YOU. I
John 4:20. If a man says, I love
God and hateth his brother, .
"Lord Jesus, help me to be so pos-
sessed by love of the Father, until
It will be natural to love my broth-
er." Today I want to know how to
Love all my brothers.
6. April 15-PROVE YOUR LOVE.
John 2:17. Simon, lovest thou me?
"Lord Jesus, help us to prove our
love by our life more than by our
lips." Today I will live love.
T. April 16-JESUS LOVES YOU.
John 15:12. That you love one
another as I have loved you. "We
are so thankful, Lord Jesus, for
your constant love all the time."
Today! will try to love others as
Jesus loves me.
II. April 17-LOVE IN ACTION. Mat-
thew 23:17. Thou shalt love The
Lord thy God. "Thank you, dear
Father, for helping us to love you
as we should." Today I will prove
my love for God by what I do for
others.
9. April 18-NO LIFE WITHOUT
LOVE. John 10:17. Therefore
doth my Father love me. "Lord, we
cannot live without Thy love."
Today I am receiving God's love
all day.
10. April 19-GOD IS LOVE. I John
4:8. He that loveth not; knoweth
not God, for God is love. "0 God,
help me to know that whatever
happens to me, my family and my
world, that God is love." Today I
• wiU repeat and believe the words,
God is love.
11. April 20-REMEMBER GOD'S
LOVE. I John 4:11. If God so
loved us, we ought also to love one
another. "Lord, -help me to be
right in love toward everyone." As
I face people today I will remem-
ber how God loves me.
•
12. April 21-BE FIRST IN LOVE. I
John 4:19. We love Him because
He first loved us. "Lord, help 1110
to first love others." Today I will
be first in love.
13. April 22-G1VE LOVE TO OTH-
ERS. John 3:16. For God so loved
the world that He gave His only
begotten Son. "0 God, help us to
appreciate Thy Gift by accepting
Jesus our Saviour, and sharing him
with all people." Today I will give
myself in love for God and others.
14. April 23-GOD'S LOVE GIFT. Gal.
2:22. The Son of God who loved
me and gave Himself for me. "0
Lord,.I am so thankful that Jesus
included others and even me."
Today! will tell others of God's
love gift to them.
15. April 24-GIVE GOOD FOR
HATE. Luke 6:27. Love your ene-
mies, do good to them which hate
you. "Our Father, help us to prac-
tice loving and living together."
Today I wont to do something
good in love for an enemy.
16. April 25-BE HONEST IN LOVE.
Luke 11:43. Ye love the uppermost
seats in the synagogues. "0 Father,
save us from the love of place and
prestige." Today I would love to
live the lowly life of a servant.
17. Aril 26-BE FREE TO ACT. John
3:19. Men loved darkness rather
• than light. "Almighty God, help us
to knew that love and law must go
together always." Ted y I w411 love
God with all tru• heart and do as I
plasm.
111. April 27-ACCEPT OTHER'S
Cdt John 11:5. Jesus lovedand her sister. "We are so
IllaimIthd, Lord Jesus, that you love
people who are different." I a*
ddheeog end others love use.
Here is your daily guide to stimulate your thinking and your action. Each daily
discipline consists of (1) a Scripture Sentence, (2) a sentence prayer, (3) an affir-
mation of faith in action.
•
19. April 23-ENDLESS LOVE: John
13:1. Having loved his owe He
loved thaw to the end.
20. April 29-OBEDIENT IN LOVE.
John 1415. If ye love me, keep my
consmandutents. "Help us, 0 God,
to show our love by our obedi-
ence." Today I will obey!
21. April 30-WORDS OF LOVE. John
1423. If a man love me, he will
keep my words. "Lord, help us to
hear your words of love and never
forget." Today I will remember
words of love.
36. May 15 -WATCH YOUR
WORDS. Ephesians 4:15.
Speaking the truth in love.
"Lord help me to find the
kind ways of telling the truth
in love." Today ru be hind
and cars:fail in what I say.
37. May 16-SHOW MERCY.
Micah 6:8. To do justly, to
love mercy. "Our Father,
help us to be merciful to
others as Thou hast been
merciful to us." Today I will
show mercy to everybody.
THE AFFIRMATION OF LOVE
49. May 28-POSITIVE LOVE. Ito.
mans 5:8. God emantendeth His
love toward us. "We are so thank-
ful that God directs His love
aggressively toward all people."
Today I will be positive in ow love
to others.
50. May 29-MAN TO MAN. Romans
12:10. One to another with broth-
erly love. "Help us to know how to
be brothers in love." Today I will
think of every man as a must for
whom Christ died.
I believe in God the Father, all loving toward all people at all times.
I believe in the Holy Spirit, the third person in the Trinity, who empowers
and elightens our life of love.
I believe in the Bible, as the Word of God, the Word of life and the Word of
love for all people. For all time.
I believe in the Love of Man. I believe that every man is a man for whom
Christ died, and to whom Christ gives love Now!
I believe in and pray for the coming of the beloved community on earth as it
is in Heaven.
I believe in the life of love in every relationship of living.
Therefore, I will believe in love and practice love as long as I live on earth
And at the end of this life, I shall go to dwell in the House of love, Forever.
22. May 1-REJOICE IN LOVE. John
14:28. If you love me, you would
rejoice! "Lord; we are thankful
that Jesus fixes us so we can laugh
and rejoice." Today I rejoice in
Chriseand His Love.
23. May 2-BE A CHANNEL OF
LOVE. Heb. 13:1. Let brotherly
love continue. "Our Father, help
us to experience love as a contin-
uing movement." Today I will be a
channel of continuous love.
24. May 3-GOD LIVES IN YOU. John
• 4:12. If we love one another, God
dwelleth in us. "Our Father, we
pray that our personalities will he
fit places for Thee to dwell in
love." 1 will re:somber today that
God lives iss ate.
25. May 4-YOUR MOTIVE IS LOVE.
Romans 12:19. Let love be.without
dissimulation. "Our Father, help
us to have complete undivided love
toward Thee and all people." To-
day I will act with the total
motive of love.
26. May 5-LOVE ALL MEN. I Peter.
Love the brotherhood. "Help me 0
God, to make my love as brood as
the brotherhood of man." Today I
will love everybody.
27. May 6-GOD MUST BE FIRST. I
John 2:15. Love not the world.
"Help me to see, dear Lord, that
the love of God and the love of the
world is not the same." Today, the
love of God comes first.
28. May 7-LOOK FOR LOVE. It Tim.
4:8. Unto all them that love His
appearing. "Help me to love the
appearance of Jesus in the life of
others." Today I will look for Jo-
sus in others.
29. May 8-LOVE THE RIGHT. He:
brews 1:9. Thou bast loved right.
musness. "Grant, 0 God, that my
. 'want to' and 'ought to' will be the
same. / want to do right today.
30. May 9-LISTEN FOR YOUR
NAME. John 21:17. Simon, lovest
thou me? "Lord Jeans, may we
hear Thee call our name today."
Today I will be listening to Jesus.
31. May 10-LOVE YOUR PARTNER.
Eph. 5:25. Love your wives, even
as Christ loved. "Help every bus.'
band to be loving toward his wife
today." Today, as a haw:band, I
will show Christlike love toward
my wife.
32. May 11-LOVE, GOD'S GOOD.
Amos 5:15. Hate the evil and love
the good. "0 Lord, teach me what
to love and what to hate." Today I
will love the good.
33. May 12-LOVE'S OUTREACH.
Jeremiah 2:25. I have loved strait.
gers. "0 Lord, help me to love
every stranger I meet today." To-
day every stranger will be a friend
, in love.
44. May 13-REPENT TODAY. Pashits
119127. I love Thy Command-
• ments. "0 Lord, forgive me for not
always loving Thy manaand.
silents." Today I will tom to obey
God.
35. May 14-LET GOD COME IN.
Romans 515. The love of God is
shed *breed in our hearts. "Fill my
heart, 0 God, with Thy Love."
Today I will :magpie* my heart of
Mee toffs, and hit God fill it.
33. May 17-BE A SERVANT. II
Cor. 5:14. For the love of
Christ . constraineth us.
"Thank you, Lord Jesus, for
controlling us with love."
The love of Christ is my Mas-
ter today.
39. May 18-LOVE KINDLES
LOVE. Phil. 1:9. Yet for
love's sake. "Thank you,
Heavenly Father, for loving
116." For His love's sake, I
will love.
40. -May 19-LOVE'S DIREC.
TION. II Thess. 3:5. Direct
your hearts into the love of
God. "Lord God, set my
compass of love toward
Heaven." Today my love is
toward God.
41. May 20-LOVE'S COM.
MANDMENT. Deut. 30:16. I
command thee this day to
love the Lord, thy God.
"Teach us this day to love
Thy conunandments, 0
Lord." Today I will put the
love of God above an things
Ida.
42. May 21-LOVE'S DESIRE.
John 5:42. That ye have not
the love of God in you. "Help
us, our Father, not only to
talk about love but to have
love in our deepest nature."
Today I will become love.
43. May 22-LOVE AND BE
THANKFUL. John 13:14.
That ye love one another.
"We are thankful this day for
.all who love us and let us
know they care." Today I
will express loos to others.
44. May 23..LOVZ, THEN
SHARE. jo'hn 1335. If ye
have love one for another.
"Help us to know, our Fa-
ther, that we must have love
before we can share it."
Today I will be possessed by
love.
45. May 24-1 L6VE YOU. John
15:9. I love you: continue ye
In my love. "We thank Thee,
Lord Jesus, that Thou dost
say to us,I love you." Each
day I want to say novo you
end really mean it.
46. Key 25-ABIDE IN LOVE
John 15:10. Ye shall abide in
my love. "We thank Thee, 0
Lord, that we can know that
we are abiding in Thy love."
Todey I will let others abide
in my love.
47. May 26-GIVE LOVE TODAY.
John 15:13. Greater love bath no
man. "Help us to know that the
greatest expression of love is to
AVID our lives for ethers." Today I
will Um for "users.
48. May 27-LOVE IN MY HEART.
Romans 5:5. Because the love of
God is in our hearts. "Help me to
see today when* the love of God is
in my heart." Today I will let the
love eV God remit others through
nee.
51. May 3.0-WORK KINDNESS. Ro-
mans 13:10. Love vvorketh no ill to
his neighbor. "Forgive us. our
Father, for negative criticisms of
our neighbor." Today I will work
kindness toward others.
52. May 31-IF! LOVE GOD.! Cor.
8:3. If any may love God. "Help
me to always ask the question if I
love God, will I do this?" Today my
love of God will determine my ac-
tions.
53. June 1-LEAVE LOVE TODAY. I
Cor. 16:24. My love be with you all
in Christ Jesus. "We are thankfttl,
our Father, for all the love Paul
left in his writings and his life." /
will leave love today everywhere I
Co.
54. June 2-KNOW THE LOVE. II
Cor. 2:4. 1 ou might know the love
which I have. ''Help us to know
love as a total way of life." Today I
will love so others can know love
through my life.
55. June 3-PEACE AND LOVE. II
Cor. 13:11. God of love and peace
shall be with you. "We are thank-
ful, our Father, that Thy love and
peace shall go with us forever."
Jesus says to me, "Lo I am wish
you always."
56. June 4-FAITH WORKS LOVE.
Gal. 5:6. But faith which worked':
by love. "Help us to believe that
Christian love really works. Today
I will troy,to love lusty weal life.
57. June 5-LOVE, JOY AND PEACE.
Gal. 5:22. The fruit of the Spirit is
love, joy, peace. "Give us Thy spir-
it, 0 Lord, and we know that love
will come." Today I will lot love be
right in my relationships.
58. June 6-KNOW CHRIST. Eph..
3:19. And to know the love of
Christ. "Help us to know Christ in
surrender that His love may be
real." Today I will learn more
about the Love of Christ.
59. June 7-WALK IN LOVE. Eph.
5:2. And walk in love as Christ also
bath. "Help me to walk today in
the way of love that will lead others
to know Christ." Today I 'sill walk
with Christ in Love.
60. June 8-TIED UP FOR LIFE. Col.
2:2. Being knit together in love.
"Help me to have the witness of
corporate love in my life." Today!
will love together as I live together
with others.
61. June 9-LOVE IS WORK. I Th.
1:3. Your work of faith, and labour
of love. "Help us to know that to
love is to Work." Today I will work
as I lom and love as I work.
62. June 10-LOVE AND BELIEVE. I
Tim. 1:14. Faith and love widish is
In Christ Jesus. "We are thankful,
our Father, for the perfect exam.
pie of faith in love in Jesus."
Today I will combine what I be-
lieve and love in relationship to
Christ.
63. June 11-LOVE'S ROOTS. I Thu.
6:10. Love of money is the reet of
all evil. "Save us. 0 Lord, from
being poasessed by our posses-
sions." Today I will levo God and
others more than I loversnoney.
644 June 12-JOY AND COM-
FORT. Phil. 1:7. For we have great
Joy and consolation in Thy love.
"We are thankful for the healing
comfort we find in the love of
God." Today I will share healing
love.
65. June 13-GIVE LOVE AWAY. I
Peter 3:10. For he that will love
life. "Help us to love the giver of
life so that we may properly love to
live." Today I will give my life
away in love of others.
66. June 14-SILENT LOVE. I John
3:13. Little Children, let us not
love in word only. "Save us, our
Father, from letting our love be-
settle a sounding brass or tinkling
cymbal." I shall exercise silent
Love.
67. Jose 15-HAVE NO FEAR. I John
' 4:18. There is no fear in love.
"Help us to believe that perfect
love casteth ourall fear." I am not
afraid, because I live in love.
68. June 16-THE LORD LOVES
YOU. Deut. 7:8. Because the Lord
loves you. "Save us from doing
wrong because of the love of God."
I am tempted, that the Lord loves
me. •
69. June 17-PRAISE AND VANITY.
John 12:43. They love the praise
of men more. "Save us, our Father,
from the vanity of place seeking."
I will accept humbly the praise of
others.
70. June 18-BE WELL IN GOD. John
12:3. Behold, he whom thou lovest
is sick. "We are thankful that God
does not send sickness." I want to
tell others who are sick that God
wants them to be well. •
71. June 19-LOVE 'FEEDS MEN.
Deut. 10:18. Love the stranger, in
giving him food. "Help us to feed
others because we love God."
Today I want to do something to
feed the hungry.
72. June 20-TELL OTHERS. I John
4:9. Manifested the love of God
toward us. "We are so thankful
that You sent Jesus to tell us how
much You love us." Today I waist
to tell others how much God loves
them.
73. June 21-REMEMBER AND
LOVE. Luke 7:42. Which of them
will love Him most? "Save us from
being forgetful in showing love."
Today I would remember to love.
74. June 22-OVERCOME EVIL.
Luke 16:13. He will hoe the one,
and love the other. "Help us to
know the difference between hate
and love." Today I will overcome
evil with the love of God.
75, June 23-RICH IN LOVE. Ps.
1226. They shall prosper that love
Thee. "Help us to know that spirit-
ual prosperity is always a result of
love." Today I son rich in His lose.
76. June 24-HIS BANNER OF LOVE.
Song of Sol. 2:4. His b over
me was love. "We are thankful, our
Father, that Thou hest placed over
each of us the banner of love."
Today I live under the banner of
His love.
77. June 25-MY LOVE IS FIXED.
Song of Sol. 3:7. Many waters can-
not quench love. "May nothing
ever quench my love for Thee and
others." Today I will anchor my
love in the eternal truth of God.
73. June 26-TAUGHT TO LOVE.
Amos 5:15. Hate the evil and love
the good. "We are thankful for the
Bible that teaches us what to love."
Toddy I swill dwell on the lose of
Shot which is good.
79. June 27-ANCHOR YOUR LOVE.
Ephosians 3:17. That Christ may
dwell in your hearts by faith; that
ye, beilg rooted and fps:waded In
lovit. "Help me to go deep is my
attaohment of love." Today I will
anchor my love in the eternal
earth of God.
$O. June 28-PAINFUL TRUTH. Eph.
4:11. Speaking the truth in love..
"Help in. to know how to speak
kindlYM I tell the painful tenth."
Ta=t1.411 ~obit courage andtogether in &me. •
$1. Juno 29 alltIBTIAWINEES.
Gal. 5:22. The fruit of the Sgidt I.
lore. "Help us to remember that
only a Christian tree been Chris-
tian fruit." I want to Ulto m that it
is natural for me to love.
82. June 30-LOVE IS A RIVER. Heb.
13:1. Let brotherly love continue.
"We are thankful that love is a
river that flows forever front the
heart ef God." / will keep on
loving.
33. July 1-LOVE THE UNLOVELY.
Eph. 4:2. Forebearhtg one another
In love. "Give me patience, 0 Lord,
to love people who are difficult to
love." Today I will love the un-
lovely.
$4. July 2-LOVE IN A PURE
HEART. I Peter 2:22. Love mut
another with a pure heart fervent-
ly. "Help us to love all types and
races of people." Today I will seek
to keep my love pure.
35. July 3-LOVE IS A BASKET.
Proverbs 10:12. Love eovereth all
sins. "We are thankful for the love
of God that covers all our sins."
Today I live under His love.
86. July 4-LOVE AT DINNERTIME.
Prov. 15:17. Better is a dinner of
herbs where love is. "Help us to
stay in a good humor as we eat in
love." Today I will be Christlike
as I eat with others.
/17. July 5 -LOVE THYSELF. Romans
13:9. Thou shalt love thy neighbor
as thyself. "0 Lord, help me to
know who my neighbors are."
Today I love my neighbors of all
races and creeds.
88. July 6-WONDERFUL LOVE. II
Sam. 1:26. Thy love to me was
wonderful. "We are so thankful
that the love of God is the greatest
thing in the world." All day I will
remember that love is most won-
derful.
89. July 7-SINCERE LOVE. II Cor.
8:8. To prove the sincerity of your
love. "We are thankful that Jesus
has proven the sincerity of His
Jove." Today I will prove that my
lore is sincere.
90. July 8-YOU CAN'T BUY LOVE.
Heb. 11:4. I will love these freely.
"Help us to know, our Father, that
we can never buy love." Today I
will love others as God freely loves
91. July 9-10E LOVE OTHERS. I
John 4:7. Let us love one another.
"We must have Thy help, 0 Lord,
If we love others as we should."
Today I will be specific in my love
of another.
92. July 10-KEEP IN LOVE, Judo 12
21. Keep yourselves in the love of
God. "Help me to know, 0 God,
when I am slipping out of thy
love." Today! will stay in the love
of God.
93. July 11 -MEND TO LOVE. Jos.
22:5. Take diligent heed . . . to
love the Lord your God. "Help me
to know, 0 Lord. that I must give
attention to my life of love." Today
I will check up on my love life.
94. July 12-INVITATION TO LOVE.
Ps. 31:23. 0 Love the Lord, all His
Saints. "We are thankful, our Fa.
ther, for the invitation to love
Thee." Today I will make it easy
for another person to love God.
95. My 13-LOVE AND OBEY. Ps.
110:97. 0, how love I Thy law!
"Help me to love to do right as well
as to be right." Today I will shows
my love through nay obedience.
96. July 14-LOVE ABOVE GOLD. Ps.
119:127. I love Thy eamantan4
ntents above gold. "Help us to love
obedience more than we love seen.











97. July 15-AT PEACE IN LOVE. Ps.
119:165. Great peace have they
which love Thy law. "We are thank-
ful. our Father, for the peace of
God whieh comes through obedi.
ence." Today I ant at pesos be.
cause God it in command.
98. July 16-GOD'S PROVIDENCE. -
Ps. 145:20. The Lord preserveth
all them that love Him. "We are
thankful, our Father, for Thy ----
providence over as. Today I ass
Jape jails love.
99. July 17-SEEK FORGIVENESS.
Ps. 4:2. How long will ye love vani-
ty. "Forgive us. our Father, for the
love of vanity." Today I will lovo
God and love His law
•
100. July 18-ETERNAL LOVE. Ps.
69:36. They that love His sense
shall dwell . . . "We are thisdliftth.
that we shall dwell in the house of
the Lord furever." rods,* I om
living in sawnitr and thereforik
abiding in siernatinen.
Sponsored by the Officers of 
•
THE MEMPHIS COMMITTEE ON COMMUNITY RELATIONS



































EARN $1 to $5
every week
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and Win free Prizes—
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The engagement of Miss
Francetta Jamese Estes to
David Lawrence White, son of
Mrs. Nellie White of Hil-
ton Head, S. C. and the late Mr.
Benjamin White, is announced
by her mother, Mrs. James
F. Estes, Sr. of Memphis Ten-
nessee.
The bride-elect, daughter of
the late Rev. Atty. James F.
Estes, Sr., was graduated from
Melrose High School where
she was a member of the Na-
tional Honor Society and the
school band.
‘She is also a graduate of
the University of Michigan
where she was elected to Scroll
Honorary Society and served
as basiluess of Beta Eta Chap-
ter of Alpha Kappa Alpha So-
rority.
Miss Estes is presently serv-
ing as an Urban Renewal
Representative with the U.S.
Department of Housing and
...e.he Store that Cares about
SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED
Smoked HAMS
Whole or Butt Half Lb. 49'
Shank Portion Lb. 45'
SEMI BONELESS
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Urban Development for the
New England Region.
Mr. White is a graduate of
Savannah State College of Sa-
vannah, Georgia, and Trenton
State College, Trenton, New
Jersey, where he received his
M.A. degree.
He serves as co-ordinator of
the co-operative Industrial Edu-
cation at Junior High No. 1,
Trenton, New Jersey.





The National Alliance of
Postal and Federal Employees
has announced that it will con-
tribute $10,000 to the reward
for information leading to the
arrest and conviction of the
person or persons who brutally
murdered Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. in Memphis on April
4.
In announcing the reward,
Ashby G. Smith, President of
this 55-year-old union of Federal
Employees, said that it is sig-
nificant that Dr. King, who had
fought so many non-violent
battles on so many fronts,
should at the time of his death,
have been in Memphis to ad-
vance the dignity and eco-
nomic interest of a group of
the lowest-paid laborers in
government service.
GETS PURPLE HEART —
Marine Lance Corporal
Delbert B. Marion shakes
hands with Lt. Col. E. 0.
Irving, Jr., executive offi-
cer, Marine Aviation De-
tachment at the Naval Air
Manassas Senior Wins
A 4-Year Scholarship
Wiley Johnson, Jr., 730 Wells 1 the 1967-68 National 
Achieve-
Avenue, Memphis, is among: ment Scholarship Programs






Station after receiving the
Purple Heart Medal. Lance
Cpl. Marion was wounded
on Jan. 9 while serving




Will Start April 29
The citizens of tomorrow are During Schools-Goodwill Bag
preparing for a drive to fill Filling Drive thousands of
thousands of Goodwill bags. Goodwill bags will be distribut-
The boys and girls in Memphis ed. The bags will be filled with
land Shelby County Schools will clothing, toys, dolls, bric-a-
)lave an impressive lesson inbrac, costume jewelry, shoes
concerned citizenship when and small household items.
they begin the spring drive to Each filled bag provides
get clothing and household
items to provide work and 
three and a half hours work
wages for the handicapped who for a Goodwill employee. The
are employed at Goodwill In- reconditioned items are sold in
dustries the Goodwill stores: 94 N.•
Schools-Goodwill Bag Filling Second; 1169 S. Bellevue: 245
Drive will be April 29 thru S. Main; 2850 Lamar, and 3116
Thomas.May 3. E. C. Stimbert, Super-
intendent of City Schools; "Ahen a youngster from
George H. Barnes, Superinten- your neighborhood school calls
dent of County Schools; M. L. at your home, please open
McPheron, Executive Director your door and your heart,"
of Goodwill, and the Princil- plead Goodwill's handicapped
pals of the 183 participating workers who wish not charity,
schools will direct activities, but the chance to earn. "Ac-
This year the new State cept the Goodwill bag offered
Technical Institute, 5983 Macon and return it later filled with l
Cove. Charles Whitehead, di- clothing and household items.
rector, with 375 students, will You'll Ire encouraging a child
show goodwill by participating, and helping the handicapped."
Muhammad Ali, the former
world heavyweight champion,
said he did not attend the fune-
ral of Dr. Martin Luther King
did not want to attend the
funeral because I didn't want
anyone to believe that I was
using my appearance at the
funeral to have people sympa-
thize with me in my current
problems."
"I am in mourning for my
black Brother," he said. "I
because Alhat was Dr. King's
day."
"Dr. King was my great Black
Brother, and he'll be remem-
bered for thousands of years to
come."
Ali, a member of the Mus-
lims led by Elijah Muham-
mad, won the world cham-
pionship under the name of Cas-
sius Clay. His title was re-
voked when he was found
guilty of failure to comply
with the selective service act
and refused to enter military
service.
He is free awaiting a de-
cision on his appeal of his
sentence.
He will receive a four-year
college scholarship providing
from $250 to $1,500 per year,
depending on the student's
need to attend the college of
his choice.
Some 280 winners in the na-
tionwide competition were an-
nounced last month by John
M. Stalnaker, president of
Nabonal Merit Scholarship
Corporation, which administers —
the Achievement Program.
This year's awards are valu-
ed at $1.4 million.
Mr. Johnson, a senior at
Manassas High School, won a•
National Achievement Scholar-
ship. He expects to attend
Yale University and to major
in law.
The 1968 Achievement Scho-
lars were picked by a selection
committee from among 1,028
Finialists. Over 35,000 students
were considered in the com-
petition.
Thanks For Program
Madame M. Hawkins Barton
has expressed her appreciation
to her friends and co-workers
for assisting her in the musical
programs of the Ford Chapel
AME Zion Church.
She is enrolling as a student




The Memphis and Shelby annual mission dirve.
County churches of the Pro- The drive will be held with
gressive National Baptist Con- 1 the W h i te Stone Baptist
vention, U.S.A., Inc., will ob- Church, 187 South Parkway,
serve "Good Friday" with an East, Rev. Louis Harris, pas-
 tor.
college Is for Nome wno
want to go places
...and so is Greyhound. One smart way to
go places is by Greyhound. It's a money-
saver and a time-saver. It's quick! It's easy!
It's convenient...and you can depend on it.
Another smart way to go places, is by col-
lege! It isn't quick. It isn't easy! But you
can't get very far without it. Join the back-
to-college movement, by Greyhound.
Greyhound fares are so low. For example:
One Reand
Way Trip
MIAMI   $33.40. .$60.15
DETROIT $24.10...$43.40
ATLANTA .. 414.00.. $25.20
DALLAS   $15.70 .. 428.30
Os* Roam.
Way Trip
ST. LOUIS  $10.40... $18.75
TAMPA  $27.50.. $49.50
WASHINGTON $29.35... $32.60
OKLA. CITY  $18.10... $32.60
GREYHOUND TERMINAL-203 UNION AVE.—PHONE 525-5731 •
GO GREYHOUND,
...and leave the driving to us
The annual sermon will be
preached by Rev. E. V. Mc-
Ghee the pastor of Greater Mt.
Zion Baptist Church. The alter-
nate will be Rev. I.S. Robinson
the pastor of the Greater St.
Paul Baptist Church, Arling-
ton.
Rev. N. Rodgers will conduct
the worship period. He is the
minister of New Salem Baptist
Church, Memphis.
Music will be sung by the
choirs of St. John Baptist
Church, Rev. L. D. McGhee,
pastor, and the Greater Mt.
Zion. The work of the Baptist
Foreign Mission Board will be
given by Dr. H. Clark Nabrit,
First Baptist, Memphis. Rev-
erends R. W. Norsworthy and
A. R. Williams will make the
appeal for the support of
Christian missions.
The Aaptist Foreign Mission
Bureau is the foreign mission-
ary arm of the Progressive Na-
tional Baptist Convention, Dr.
Gardner C. Taylor, President.
The Bureau is engaged in a
new extensive mission-educa-
tional program in Africa.
It is the only predominant-
ly Negro missionary organiza-
tion which owns and supports a
healing mission in Africa.
The public is invited to join
us at Whitestone and help to
preach the whole gospel of
redemption to Africa. Rev.
W. C. Holmes is a member of
the executive board, Rev. E. V
McGhee is president of the
Progressive Minister of Mem-
phis and vicinity.
Mrs. Francis Dancey Hooks
is president of the Memphis
Women's Auxiliary, Mrs. Nan-
cy Givands is promotional
secretary, and Mrs. Louise





"We are unspeakably shock-
ed by the murder of Dr. Mar-
tin' Luther King, one of the
greatest leaders of our time,"
Whitney M. Young, Jr., execu-
tive director of ,the National
Urban League said last Thurs-
day after the assassination of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
"This is a bitter reflection
on America We fear for our
country.
"The only possible answer
now is for the nation to act
immediately on what Dr. King
as been fighting for — pas-
isage of the Civil Rights and
Anti-Poverty Bills and a true
and just equality for all men.
"Those of us who have re-
mained loyal to his concept
of non-vlolenee have been
dealt a mortal blow. •
"We pray that he has not
died in vain. If he has, this
will mean the kind of violence
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America Honors Memory
Of Martin Luther King
Americans bono red the
memory of Dr. Martin Luther
King Tuesday while last rites
for the civil rights leader were
held in Aunts,,
Thousands gathered for mem-
orial services in cities and ham-
lets across the nation. Negress
and whites marched a a d sat
side by side. Millions of children
were given the day off from
EXCITING
aster value




A size to fit every budget.
Filled to overflowing with
chocolate candies, animals,
jelly beans . . . even a nov-
elty toy to last after the
goodies ale all eaten. Cello-
phane wrapped and brightly
bow-tied — you'll want to
buy a batch at Kress' low
price!
A Must For Every Easter Basket!
JELLY BIRD EGGS
solxki REG. 29` 23c BAG
MARSHMALLOW EASTER EGGS
37c lb.
Delight the kiddies with these
colorful Easter eggs! Delicious
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body.
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The nation's business life
slowed to a crawl.
Five thousand persons at-
tended a memorial concert in
New York's Central Park Mall
and left silently without ap-
plause.' after Leopold Stokow-
ski led the American Sym-
phony in Beethoven, Bach and
spirituals. Some 150 persons
held a silent vigil outside New
York's City Hall.
In Minneapolis, Minn., an
integrated crowd estimated at
from 2,000 to 5,000 marched
through the downtown section
and held memorial services in
Loring Park.
Some 50 priests, instructors
and students of the Franciscan
Community at Teutopolis, Ill.,
walked three miles along U.S.
40 to Effingham and said pray-
ers on the courthouse lawn.
There were many moves to
honor King by renaming
streets, parks and even a
whole community — the Watts
section of Los Angeles — after
him. •
Ben Peery, president of
the Watts Community Sym-
phony Association, suggested
Watts — the scene of 1965
riots — be renamed "Kings-
town". A n other suggestion
was that Los Angeles' Will
Rogers Park be renamed for
the slain Negro Leader.
Sen. Edward W. Brooke,
R-Mass., proposed that King's
birthday, Jan. 15, be designat-
ed to be commemorated an-
nually.
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller pro-
posed New York state office
building carry King's name.
Dozenc of colleges, universi-
ties and private groups an-
nounced plans to establish
scholarship funds in memory
of the assassinated leader of
the Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference (SCLC).
Morehouse College in At-
lanta is giving full four-year
scholarships, valued at $16,000,
to King's sons, Martin Luther
III and Dexter. The University
of Tennessee chapter of the
American Association of Uni-
versity Professors and the
university's student govern-
ment association also are rais-






sity facility members pledged
10 percent of their salaries
for at least one month to
establish a fund for Negro
students, warning: "If we do
not use this moment as a begin-
ning, there may be no begin-
ning."
Boston U n i versity, from
which King was graduated with
a Doctor of Philosophy Degree
in 1955, set up a Dr. Martin
Luther King Professorship of
Social Ethics and 10 scholar-
ships for underprivileged stu-
dents from depressed areas.
University of Iowa presi-
dent Howard R. Bowen pro-
posed a $50,000-azyear scho-
larship fund to help bring an
additional 35 to 50 students
of minority backgrounds to the
university.
Georgia's Spelman College
made plans to build a Martin
Luther King Memorial Chapel
and asked the family to donate
King's papers for a library and
make it his last resting place.
Knoxville (Tenn.) College stu-
dents asked that a new 10-
story dormitory be named for
King.
Public schools closed Tues-
day.
Dr. Samuel Belkin, president
of Yeshiva University, the na-
tion's oldest and largest univer-
sity under Jewish auspices, to-
day characterized the death of
Dr. Martin Luther King as "a
grievous loss to all men of good
will and moral purpose."
Noting that Dr. King "sought
peace and justice for all people,
peacefully and justly," Dr.
Belkin described him as "not
only a man of his time but
of all time.
"He was more than a leader
of a specific contemporary
cause," Dr. Belkin said. "He'
represented the dream of
America that some day his ,
children, and all children, willl
be judged solely on the basis
of ability and character. He
represented, too, the moral
principles by which God wishes
all of us to live. His life exalted





Members of the Planning
Committee for the annual
Fashion Show and Tea spon-
sored by the Ladies Auxiliary
to the Bluff City Funeral Di-
rectors met recently at the
Sheraton Motor Inn to make
plans for the affair to be held
on Sunday, April 28, from 4 to
8 p.m. at the Oates Manor.
Members of the Committee
included Mrs. Marjorie Barlow
president; Mrs. Margaret Wil-
liams, chairman of the Fashion
Show and Tea; Mrs. Bertha
James, secretary, and Mrs.
Narma Ward, co-chairman.
Other Committee members are
Mrs. Evelyn Mason and Mrs.
illie Thomas.
• A lovely radio will be raffled
at the rad** new, and
tielsits May be obtained from
any saualser of ibo auxiliary.
•••
Pad & 64ogoste4
Joins the nation in mourning
• •
the' loss, of one of
the world's
Greatest Leaders




MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD SORE'S. ,
EAST-5014 POPLAR At Mendenriall)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
29 oz. 2HALVES OR SLICES3 total limit
DUNCAN HINES
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2 Doz. LARGE_ 19c
Large Grade "A" all White L
2 Doz. Med. 
CMed. Grade "A" all White 19 
or 534 off 2 doz. any other size Eggs.
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding
value of coupon onorchandis• (fresh milk products and
tobacco also occluded in compliance with state law).
One coupon par family. Coupon expires Wednesday, Noon,
April 17 Anti-freeze also excluded in coupon rodomption.
l'ek FRED MON(ESI
VISITING POST OFFICE—
D. H. Tomlinson, assis-
tant general superinten-
dent of mails, explains the
mail processing operation
at DeSoto Station Post
Office to a group of editors
and photographers of Mem-
phis school newspapers. Opening Day At
40 Student Journalists 
Christ Baptist
Attend News Conference is Next Sunday
Opening Day services for
More than forty student
ournalists f r om Memphis
chools attended the First
innual Scholastic News Con-
erence sponsored by the
lemphis Post Office on
'hursday, March 21.
After a welcome by Acting
'ostmaster Lydel Sims, W. F.
)wen. assistant general Su-
-erintendent of mails (ds),
iscussed job opportunities
the postal service.
zation and mechanization and
emphasized that all post office
jobs are filled without regard
to an applicants race, creed,
color, sex, national origin, or
religion.
The students toured the Main
Post Office and DeSoto Station
mail distribution centers and
viewed a giant sack sorting
machine in operation at the
Butler Annex Parcel Post unit.
He outlined the tremendous The meeting concluded with
dvances now being made by, postal officials answering the
le Post Office Department; student's questions about pos-
Christ Baptist Church at its
new location at 494 S. Park-
way East will be held on Sun-
day, April 14, at 3:30 p.m.
The guest speaker for the
occasion will be Dr. D. E.
King, pastor Monumental Bap-
tist Church of Chicago.
All friends of the church are
invited to participate in the
services.
Rev. E. L. Currie, former
pastor of First Bapitst Church
Brownsville, is the pastor of
newly organized Christ Baptist
'Attcrneys Fight For
Young Atlanta Father
SLAP a t torneys Howard
Moore, Jr. and Peter E. Rind-
skopf are appealing to the
United States Court of Ap-
peals for the Fifth Circuit
today to keep a young At-
lanta father from being con-
demned to possible death be-
cause of a telephone call.
Moore and Rindskopf state
in their brief that Sylvester
Nelloms, a Negro and a mem-
ber of the Nation of Islam,
was ordered to report for in-
duction after draft board
members decided his case was
not worth reopening during a
telephone conversation, that
the composition of the board
is not representative of the
community (it's all white),
that the board members do
not understand nor did they
try to understand the religious
teachings of Nelloms religion.
Basically, the SLAP attor-
neys Southern Legal Assis-
tance Project, are charging
that Nelloms, a member of a
membrers of a well known
'Atlanta family who was an
honor student in grade school
and now studying at Georgia
State College seeking a degree
in Business Administration, has
fallen victim to a racist Selec-
tive Service Board and has
been denied many of rights as
a citzen.
The SLAP brief says that
when Nelloms turned in his
Form 150 asking for conscien-
tious objector status, " . .
the board members decided
on the telephone that there
had been no change in cir-
cumstance authorizing them
to reopen applicant's classifi-
cation. The Clerk herself ad-
mitted that she knew nothing
Only Ace Appliance Co. Offers You
5 Year Guarantee on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
Including Parts and Service at No Extra Cost
FREE 5 YEAR SERVICE Within a 257Mile Radius of the City Limits of Memphis, Tenn.
"THIS IS ONE MORE REASON WHY MORE AND MORE PEOPLE III/Y PROM ACE APPLIANCE"
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that the Board members with
whom she spoke, each of
whom were also white, did not
ask her any details of the re-
ligion."
Nelloms has challenged the
authority of his draft board
to order him for induction
at all "based upon the exclu-
sion of members of his race
from the Local Board and
the Boards of the State of
Commission figures on the
Selective Service System show
the State of Georgia to have
0.2 per cent of the 509 Board
members who are Negroes
while 23.5 per cent of the po-
pulation of the State is Ne-
gro.)
SLAP is a rapidly growing
organization developing across
the south in response to the
increasing numbers of peo-
ple who, because they are
engaging in peace activities
add which are is opposition to the
interests of the "power struc-
ture" are likely to face pro-
secution, h a r rassment, or
even persecution."
The SLAP attorneys are
entering the Nelloms case
after successfully defending
Emmett Doe, a Viet-Nam Ne-
gro veteran accused of calling
his superior officer a "white
bastard."
A special court martial con-
sisting of five Army officials
acquitted Doe of the charge
against him.
East High Girl Wins
SATURDAY, APRIL 13, 1988
Final Rites Held For
Owner Of Sundry Store
Rites for a long time proprie-
tor of the Alexander Sundry
store, Mr. Marshall Alexan-
der, Sr. were held Wednesday
April 3.
Mr. Alexander a native
Memphian and longtime resi-
dent of 287 Leath Street died
March 29, 1968 at Collins
Chapel Hospital.
Services for Mr. Alexander
were held at the Shiloh Bap-
tist Church,
Mr. Alexander was the oldest
of 14 children of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Marshall Alexander
Sr. Two sisters Mrs. Beatrice
• Thomas of Chicago, Illinois, an
Mr. Alexander was a life
long member of the Shiloh
Baptist Church, where , he
served as chairman of the
deacon board for 33 years.
He was greatly loved and
respected in the community
where his business was locat,
ed. They fondly referred to
him as "Deke," for deacon.
voted wife, Mrs. Viteola Ale.
He leaves a loving and de-
xander; a daughter Mrs. Va-
lera Williams, Chicago; a
son Marshall Alexander Jr.
Memphis; 25 nephews and
nieces, and a host of other
relatives and friends.
Title Of Miss Bronze loTfholdmoansroeo! Michigan, Parlor r.T. hFaodrdchandrge. Sons Funeral
Miss Thelma Jane Hall,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Azzie
R. Hall of 148 Leeper's Lane,
Jackson, Tenn., was crowned
"Miss Bronze West Tennessee" assisted by Mrs. Vernon Ca
at the ninth annual pageant they. Sorority president is Mrs.
staged in the Merry High Daisy T. Shaw.
School auditorium on Friday -----
night, March 29.
Miss Hall, a senior at East TOOTHACHE
High School in Madison County D ,t aftim agony. Get ORA-Ja. in seconds
got her honors with her vocal ou get relief from throbbing toothache pain.
presentation of "Summertime"
from "Porgy and Bess." She
was coached by Jerome Carr,
music instructor at East High.
Along with the title, she re-
ceived a $300 scholarship from
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Inc., sponsor of the affair, and
numerous other gifts from
Jackson merchants, including
clothing and flowers.
The first runner-up was
Miss Bernita Farmer of Hum-
boldt, and a senior at Hum-
boldt, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Farmer. She ac-
companied herself on the pia- "WE KILL TO LIVE"no singing "If I Ruled the,
World." CALL
Radio Station WJAK talent, O.Z. EVENSMiss Farmer
award of $100 and other gifts. FOR FREE ESTIMATESShe is a student of George
Mueller of Jaco's School of PH. FA 7-6033
Music in Jackson.
Other top participants were
Miss Yvonne D. White, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Dave White
Sr., of Whiteville, third; Miss
Joyce Duncan, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Napoleon Dun-
can, Humboldt; and Miss Mary
Ann Winfield. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John D. Winfield, populiBrownsville, fifth. Miss Win-
field was named "Miss Con-
geniality" by other contestants.
At the organ was Miss Re-
becca Clark, "Miss Bronze
West Tennessee" of 1966. Quin-
ton Robinson was master of
ceremonies and Alton Jarmon
soloist.
' The panel of judges included
Mrs. Elizabeth Bradley of
Bolivar, Tennessee: Mrs. Wil-
liam Hackett, Union Univer-
sity, Jackson; Reed Gilbert,
Lambuth College, Jackson; Dr.
C. D. Newbern and James Por-

















Producer of the pageant
for the ninth year was Mrs,
Anna L. Cooke, project chair-
man of the sorority. She was
lerelosph
ut on s gone. Until you can see your
dentIst, do as millions do—us* ORA-JEL. Rec-
ommended by many den-
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